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The objective of this study was to determine whether visitor

perceptions of ecological impacts at wilderness campsites could be

accurately measured using photographs or written descriptions rather

than actual site evaluations. Photographs and written site descrip-

tions of 20 campsites were used to measure perceptions of two forms

of campsite impacts (bare ground and fire rings). Live site

evaluations were used as the criterion for evaluating the photographic

and description approaches.

Four hundred fifty wilderness visitors were interviewed to

assess perceptions of campsite preferences and other background

variables. Twenty campsites in two different areas of the Mt.

Jefferson Wilderness were selected, 12 for bare ground and 8 for fire

rings evaluations. Both hikers and horse riders were sampled to see

if there were significant differences between the two groups.



Evaluative standards were also established for the impacts in

question, based on respondents' perceptions.

Findings suggest that photographs and written descriptions can

be used in place of site visits for evaluating specific impacts at

campsites. For evaluating more general characteristics such as

desirability or preference, however, there are more differences

between the on-site and off-site methods.

Horse riders were more tolerant thah hikers of large amounts of

bare ground and large fire rings, and preferred sites with fire

rings over sites without them.

Evaluative standards were established for acceptable levels of

bare ground and size and appearance of fire rings at the two study

locations. Visitors found sites without fire rings or bare ground

to be less acceptable than sites with small amounts of bare ground

or small fire rings.

The importance of bare ground and fire rings was compared to

the importance of other physical campsite characteristics, such as

view of scenic features, quality of tent site, shelter from weather,

and proximity to other camps. Visitors ranked the impacts in question

less important than other physical characteristics when evaluating

campsites. Implications of these findings and suggestions for

future research are offered.
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Evaluating Methods for Measuring Visitor

Perceptions of Ecological Impacts

at Wilderness Campsites

INTRODUCTION

Problems of Over-Use

According to the Wilderness Act, wilderness is meant to be used and

enjoyed. Yet it is defined as "affected primarily by the forces of

nature, with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable"

(Public Law 88-577). Managers of our wilderness areas would probably

agree that wilderness should be managed on a non-degredation concept,

but it is obvious that use and enjoyment of an area cannot occur without

some form of measureable impact.

Over the past 20 years recreational use of wildlands has increased

dramatically. At least 20 times as many people visit wilderness now

as compared to the 1930's (Hendee et al., 1978). This increase in use

has caused managers and visitors alike to worry that many wildland rec-

reation areas are being over-used.

One solution to the problem has been to establish carrying

capacities for areas that are suffering from crowding or over-use.

According to Wagar (1964) setting carrying capacities for areas where

use has become a problem sounds easy enough, but trying to specify a
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particular number is extremely difficult. Early work by Lucas (1964)

and Wagar (1964) were the first attempts at applying the carrying

capacity concept to recreation. Other studies have looked at various

frameworks for establishing carrying capacities to help solve the

problems created by over-use (e.g., Lime and Stankey, 1971; Stankey,

1974; Badger, 1975). Recently, Shelby and Heberlein (1982) have

developed a basic conceptual framework for carrying capacity which can

be applied to a variety of situations. Establishing carrying capacities

requires knowledge of both descriptive and evaluative components. The

descriptive component focuses on objective characteristics of recreation

systems; it specifies the different states produced by different manage-

ment actions. The descriptive component involves management parameters,

impact parameters, and the relationship between the two.

Descriptive Component

Management Parameters

Management parameters are factors controlled and manipulated by

managers (e.g., use levels). Management actions which have been used

in wilderness areas include closing highly disturbed sites either

temporarily or permanently, designating campsites, and limiting use

around lake shores.

Impact Parameters

Impact parameters describe what happens to visitors or the resource

as a result of management actions such as limiting use. Examples
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include the number of parties camping in a given area, the number of

encounters on trails or at camps, and the percent of vegetation

damaged or lost. Managers assume that the actions they take to control

use will be beneficial for both the visitor and the resource. Shelby

and Heberlein (1982) describe four types of impact parameters.

Ecosystem parameters help define the ecological capacity of an

area. Ecological capacity refers to the amount of recreational use an

area can withstand without unacceptable changes to the ecosystem.

Examples of ecosystem parameters include the extent of multiple trails,

number of square feet of bare ground at campsites, size and appearance

of fire rings at campsites, and the depth of soil compaction at camp-

sites.

Space parameters help define the physical capacity of an area.

Physical capacity involves the amount of undeveloped space available to

visitors. The number of square feet of flat sleeping area per person,

the amount of campsite space for a given area, or the number of parties

per campsite are all examples of space parameters which help define the

physical capacity of an area.

Development parameters are used to help define the facility

capacity of an area. Facility capacity is described as the number of

people who can use man-made improvements designed to handle visitor

needs. Pit toilets or horse corrals might affect facility capacity

in wilderness.

Experience parameters are impacts which help define the social

capacity of an area. Social capacity refers to impacts which might alter

human experiences. Such things as number of trail encounters, number

of encounters with parties of a particular size and type, or the number
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of other parties within sight and sound of a campsite are all impact

parameters which could be used to establish a social capacity for an

area.

Evaluative Component

The evaluative component involves value judgments about specific

levels of impact which can be used to develop evaluative standards.

Evaluative standards specify which level of impact is tolerable (the

maximum) or most desirable (the optimum). Problems arise in deciding

whose value judgments will be used in establishing these standards.

Ultimately managers will specify standards which are based on sound

management objectives and other factors, but should these decisions be

based on managers' viewpoints alone?

Managers' and Users' Views

Who decides what constitutes an unacceptable impact, managers or

users? For the most part, evaluative standards which define acceptable

limits of change (especially ecological change) for wilderness areas

have been based on the value judgments of managers. These judgments

often lack information about how visitors to these areas perceive

impacts.

Managers are usually concerned about site degredation, but it

does not follow that the public will perceive such degredation as

unacceptable or undesirable (Hendee and Harris, 1970). In a study by

Lucas (1970), Forest Service administrators ranked the quality of
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recreational sites much differently than users. Peterson (1974) also

found that managers were more aware of "the depreciatory consequences

of recreation use" than visitors. Brown and Shoemaker (1974), in a

study which looked at functional and desirable characteristics of

existing sites in the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area, concluded that from

the visitor's perspective, the "best" sites were the ones with the

heaviest impact.

Most managers are trained in the biological sciences and are

familiar with ecological processes, and working in the same environ-

ment gives them the opportunity to observe trends, whereas a visitor

unfamiliar with the area would most likely be unaware of any change.

Visitors deal with impacts which are confined to individual sites, and

are not aware of change which takes place over large management units

(Hendee and Pyle, 1971). Managers may also be directed by Regional

Guidelines or Forest Policy to take action in some instances.

So although impacts beyond a certain point are perceived by

managers as unacceptable, the question remains: Does the visitor

perceive the same degree of impact as unacceptable? The available

literature which focuses on campsite impacts suggests that campsite

degredation resulting from visitor impact does not significantly influ-

ence visitors' choices of campsites or their overall satisfaction with

a particular site (Lucas, 1979). A study by Dunwiddie and Heberlein

(1975) observing visitors in the Wind River Mountains of Wyoming showed

that the most important factor in campsite selection was that the site

characteristics meet the structural needs of the group (such as size,

principal activity, and method of cooking). The authors also observed
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that "worn and littered" sites were more frequently selected by

visitors.

How visitors perceive campsite impacts is not well documented.

Studies which do look at visitor evaluations of campsite impacts

(Frissell and Duncan, 1965; Stankey, 1973; Lee, 1975; Merriam and Smith,

1978; Harris, 1978) generally focus on how the impacts relate to levels

of satisfaction and not whether the impacts are perceived as acceptable

or unacceptable. According to Lucas (1980), knowledge about impacts

lacks clear goals and a definition of acceptable conditions.

Research on how visitors perceive ecological impacts at campsites

would be beneficial to managers who specify the evaluative standards

that determine carrying capacities for wilderness settings. Shelby

and Heberlein (1982) suggest a strategy for measuring individual

preferences or using individual values to come up with evaluative

standards for specific impact parameters.

Study Purpose

The preceeding discussion helps specify the information needed

to develop evaluative standards for ecological (or other) impact

parameters in wilderness. It also points out the need for research to

gather information about how wilderness managers and visitors perceive

certain forms of impact. The problem in gathering this information is

selecting a method to accurately measure people's perceptions of impacts.

Choosing a "best" method is a precursor to any study intending to

develop evaluative standards for impacts.
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This study focuses on the methodological issue of how to best

measure visitor perceptions of two forms of campsite impacts (bare

ground and fire rings). An on-site evaluation was used as the criterion

for evaluating other methodological approaches.

Measurement Methods

The study compared 3 alternative methods for giving visitors

information about ecological impacts at campsites: (1) on-site visits,

(2) photographs of the site, and (3) a written description of the site.

On-Site Method

The ideal method would be to take visitors to actual campsites

which have incremental degrees of degredation and then have them

evaluate the impacts. The on-site method would provide the person

evaluating the specific impacts with a direct exposure to the environ-

ment and would seem to be the best technique. However, there could be

a number of difficulties created by the on-site method.

When using the on-site method to evaluate ecological impacts it

is likely that a number of sites will need to be evaluated at different

locations. Visitors will have to view each site, and the travel time

between sites, plus the time it takes to answer questions, could be

prohibitive for both the visitor and investigator. Another disadvantage

to the on-site evaluation is that campsites used for the study would

need to be closed for part or all of the season to insure that no

modifications of existing impacts occur. During peak use periods this

could cause unnecessary hardships on visitors who would otherwise have
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selected these sites but are now forced to search for other sites that

meet the needs of their group. This could shift impact to new sites,

or increase impacts at established sites.

Weather is an unpredictable factor which could delay implementation

or completion of a study. A heavy show which lingers until mid-summer

or unseasonably early snow could prevent completion of a study and

require that research be continued the following season. The acces-

sability of the study area might also influence the population being

sampled. There is a need for alternative methods which can accurately

represent impacts in the same manner as an on-site evaluation.

Photographic Method

Photographs have been used in many landscape studies where there

has been a concern for perception and preferences. They have been found

to be acceptable surrogates because they can be used with greater

economy, speed, and control than real world situations (Shuttleworth,

1980). However, according to Shuttleworth (1980), perceptual distortions

can and do occur when a surrogate environmental display such as a

photograph is used. He considers 3 main aspects.

First, the most obvious source of variation between photographs

and actual on the ground view is that there may be a difference in

content. This is because the eye takes in a much larger field of view

than the camera. This can be overcome by taking multiple wide-angle,

single-frame photographs and splicing them together, but this is an

expensive process. Second, there is a perceptual distortion between

the physical nature of the view and photograph. On-site views consist
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of three-dimensional objects which have varying distances in space,

whereas photographs are a two-dimensional image of the real world

situation which have been obtained by a less complex optical system.

Finally, photographs are less likely to allow the viewer to accurately

perceive color, shape and distance.

Written Method

Although the on-site method is the most preferred and the photo-

graphic method seems best suited for use under laboratory conditions,

a written site description would be a better alternative in studies

using a mailed questionnaire because photographic duplication costs

would be prohibitive in even a small survey. The written description

would be less costly than either the on-site or photographic methods and

would work well if the descriptions could accurately portray the setting

and the variables which respondents would evaluate. A potential problem

with the written method is that the description of a particular scene

might be perceived in "the mind's eye" less consistently than if

photographic or on-site methods were used. It might also be difficult

for respondents to perceive the sizes and dimensions of objects without

some form of visual representation.

Literature Review

Although there is no literature comparing methods to measure

visitor perceptions of impacts at wilderness campsites, a number of

studies dealing with landscape assessment have compared the use of
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photographic simulations to on-site evaluations (Coughlin and Goldstein,

1970; Zube et al., 1974; Dunn, 1976; Boster and Daniel, 1972; Daniel

and Boster, 1976; Schaffer and Richards, 1974; Shuttleworth, 1980).

The majority of this work has been environmental perception research

to measure preferences for landscapes or other natural and man-made

features, and methods have included on-site evaluations and other

forms of visual representation (e.g., photographs and sketches). No

studies have used written representations.

On-Site and Photographic Comparisons

A pioneer study comparing on-site and photographic methods for

measuring landscape preferences was conducted by Coughlin and Gold-

stein (1970). They used single photographs of various landscapes in

an attempt to determine (1) whether people react differently when they

evaluate a specific environmental site for specific uses than when they

judge the overall aesthetic quality of the site, and (2) whether the

judges' reactions to the photographs were similar to their reactions

to the actual field settings. The study used color photographs and

slides to compare the reactions of observers who viewed photographs with

the reactions of those who viewed the same sites in field. The study

concluded that there was no significant difference on the attractiveness

regardless of who was responding to the photo. An attempt was also

made to determine whether respondents viewed photographs and slides

in the same manner as they viewed the real world environment. Results

showed that there was little significant difference between the view

of the real world and the same view using photographs and slides.
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Zube et al. (1974) compared evaluations made by observes who

viewed eight scenic panoramic photographs of rural landscapes to

evaluations made by different observers of the same landscapes in the

field. Subjects were asked to describe the overall scenic quality of

each landscape by using a series of semantic scales (e.g., beautiful

to ugly) and to rank-order the eight scenes from highest to lowest

scenic quality. Respondents were also asked to assess the effect of

specific landscape features (e.g., hills, fields, and streams) on

scenic quality. The authors concluded that, in general, photographs

and field observations were highly associated when dealing with the

overall scenic quality of the landscape but when dealing with the

perception of specific features within the landscape photographs were

found to be less reliable than field observations.

Dunn (1976) evaluated the effectiveness of using photographs in

place of on-site evaluations to measure recreationists' preferences

for six different landscape scenes. Respondents who viewed photographs

were asked to show their preferences for the landscapes in rank order

from most preferred to least preferred. The respondents were then

asked to compare the site at which they were interviewed with those

represented in five photographs. The interview site was not represented

by a photograph. Dunn's intention was to indicate "crudely" the

divergence between on-site preferences and the expressed preferences

for photographs of the same sites. Out of six sites which were ranked,

two showed significant differences between mean scores for on-site

and photographic evaluations. Dunn's explanation of the difference

at one site was that the mean of the photographic preference ratings

was so low that the on-site ratings could not realistically be expected
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to replicate it. The differences for the other site were attributed

to certain attributes of the site which were not represented in the

photograph and poor photo quality. The author concluded that photo-

graphs can be used to accurately portray the landscape quality of a

site.

Boster and Daniel (1972) estimated scenic value for six areas,

five of which had been altered by various tree harvesting methods.

A sixth area, which had not been disturbed, was given a value of zero,

with negative scores indicating areas liked less, and positive scores

indicating areas liked more. The investigators showed students 25

slides of each area, and professionals 10 slides of each of the same

areas. The responses of the two groups were significantly different.

In order to test the validity of the photographic method, 27 students

were taken into the field to view the same landscapes. The mean scores

of the two evaluation techniques were not statistically different,

leading the authors to conclude that using photographs to measure

scenic value of altered landscapes was both valid and reliable.

In another study by Daniel and Boster (1976), a "random walk"

procedure was developed to obtain representative photographs of study

areas. Aesthetic ratings of on-site observers were compared with those

of subjects viewing slides of the same area. The authors concluded

that random photographic sampling can accurately represent scenic

areas and elicit similar scenic quality evaluations.

Shaffer and Richards (1974) used color slides and photographs to

evaluate viewer reactions to 8 outdoor scenes. The reactions to the

slides and photographs were then compared to on-site evaluations of the

same 8 scenes. The overall results of the study suggested that when
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color photographs or slides accurately depict most of the variation of

natural and man-made environments, the responses to the photographic

presentations agree favorably with similarly measured on-site responses

to the same scenes.

Shuttleworth (1980) also examined the extent to which photographs

of landscapes provoke responses which replicate responses to the land-

scapes themselves. Twelve scenic landscapes were assessed in the field

and by black/white and color print photographs presented on 5" x 7"

enlargements. Respondents were divided into groups and half viewed

6 scenes in one area and half viewed 6 scenes in another area. In the

laboratory, half of the respondents examined black/white photographs of

the same 6 views they saw in the field. In order to remove bias due

to order of presentation, some students examined photographs first,

while the rest completed their field questionnaires first.

There were significant differences between the reactions to and

perceptions of landscapes viewed in the field or as photographs, but

the author notes that the differences can be explained by content of

the different presentation media. Also, the color photographs were

better representations of field scenes than black/white photographs

and therefore related more closely to field responses. Shuttleworth

concluded that photographs could be used as surrogates for on-site

evaluations in landscape studies, provided that the photographs were

in color and used a wide angle lens to provide "the lateral and fore-

ground context in each scene without distorting the actual scale

relationships that are found in the direct perception of landscapes."

The studies described above all provide evidence that scenic

quality evaluations based on photographs are similar to ratings made
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in the field. Based on this work, other studies which deal with land-

scape assessment have simply assumed photographs or slides are reasonable

substitutes for on-site evaluations (tuhyoff et al., 1978; Carls,

1974; Zube, 1973). Studies have also been conducted that use photo-

graphs to measure people's perceptions of environmental landscapes

which have been altered by impacts such as insect infestation, power

transmission lines, degredation caused by air pollution, and damage

adjacent to highway corridors (Buhyoff and Leusetner, 1978; Buhyoff

et al., 1979; Jackson et al., 1978; Latimer, 1979; Evans and Wood,

1980).

Perception Studies Related to Recreation

There is a general consensus that color photographs can accurately

represent landscapes in evaluation and preference research. However,

these studies have focused on evaluations of large-scale landscapes.

Few have explored evaluations of smaller-scale, more specific features

such as the wilderness campsite characteristics under investigation in

the present study.

A study by Nieman and Futrell (1979) is an exception. It explored

user perceptions of disturbance levels at recreation areas using

3 x 5 inch color photographs of recreation scenes. Respondents were

shown the photographs and asked to evaluate the scene in terms of the

amount of disturbance felt when viewing the photo. The photographs

focused on four issues: (1) levels of perceived crowdedness; (2) the

presence of man-made elements in the immediate vicinity of the rec-

reation experience (e.g., restrooms); (3) the influence of man's
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actions on the landscape (e.g., worn trails); and (4) the incidence

of man-made elements in the viewing area (e.g., as would be

viewed from an overlook). The sample consisted of 3 groups: (1) hikers,

(2) picnickers, and (3) junior and senior landscape architecture

students (who were not utilizing the area at the time of testing but

are trained to understand aesthetic quality).

The authors concluded that in general disturbance levels increase

as the incidence of disturbance elements increases. Hikers appeared

to be more disturbed than the other two groups only in regard to

levels of crowdedness. Landscape architecture students appeared more

disturbed than hikers or picnickers by worn and eroded trails and by

the presence of man-made elements in the immediate vicinity. For

incidence of man-made elements in the viewing area there were no

statistically significant differences among groups.

The authors hypothesize that hikers were relatively undisturbed

by the worn trails because they had come to the area to utilize the

trails and it was not likely that they would be greatly bothered no

matter how worn or eroded the trails appeared (61% of all respondents

were not disturbed by the worn trails). Although there were no com-

parisons with field evaluations in this study, results appear com-

patible to those of Helgath's (1975) field study which found that

70% of the people sampled said they were well satisfied with the trails,

even though some were severely eroded and over-used.

In summary, previous studies using photographs for assessment

purposes have generally emphasized assessment of landscape features in

general; only Nieman and Futrell (1979) explored evaluations of specific

types of recreational impacts. Even in this case, the evaluation of
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those impacts was a general measure of the respondent's disturbance

regarding the impact present in a particular scene.

There are three main differences between previous studies and the

present study. First, the present study focuses on visitor evaluations

of specific environmental impacts rather than an entire scene or

landscape. Second, the present study evaluated settings on a smaller

scale than previous studies. Third, no other studies have tried to

establish evaluative standards for the acceptability of a level of

impact.

The present study measures visitor evaluations of specific ecolog-

ical impacts at wilderness campsites using site visits, color photo-

graphs and written descriptions. The study hypothesizes that

evaluations based on these three methods will not differ significantly.
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METHODOLOGY

This research project was designed as a field study using a

combination of structured interviewing and formal conversation with

respondents. All data were obtained under field conditions in the

Mt. Jefferson Wilderness, Oregon during July, August, and September

of 1981. The study population consisted of people 16 years or older

who camped at least one night in either of the study areas. Day

users were not included because campsites are of less importance

to this type of user.

The Mt. Jefferson Wilderness is situated along the crest of the

Oregon Cascades about 60 miles east of Salem, 100 miles southeast

of Portland, and 70 miles northwest of Bend (Figure 1). Its central

location to population centers of the Willamette Valley and Eastern

Oregon makes it a popular recreation site. The 100,208 acre wilder-

ness is about 38 miles long, 17 miles wide, and dominated by 10,497

foot Mt. Jefferson. The variety of wilderness features includes

alpine meadows, tranquil lakes, rushing streams, sweeping expanses of

forest, and rugged terrain which consists of lava flows, ice, and

snow. About 87% of the wilderness has vegetative cover, and 62% is

covered with timber. The area offers a variety of recreation oppor-

tunities including hiking, climbing, horse riding, fishing, and

hunting. Although access is difficult from November until June due

to snow accumulation, winter use has also seen a continuing increase
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Figure 1. Location of Mt. Jefferson Wilderness in Oregon
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in recent years. During the 1981 use season (June 15 to November 15)

the area received approximately 89,000 visitor days of use, making

Mt. Jefferson second to Mt. Hood Wilderness for visitor days per

acre in Region Six.

Study Areas

Two areas within the wilderness were selected for study. The

idea was to select one area where visitors had a wide range of exper-

ience levels (novice to very experienced) and one area visited by

both hikers and horse riders. Visitor statistics for the 1979-1980

seasons showing total number of visits and method of travel for areas

within the wilderness were examined. The overall experience level of

visitors to specific areas was a judgmental decision based on dis-

cussions with the area resource manager and information provided by

the interviewer, who had spent two summer seasons observing visitors

and use patterns while employed as a wilderness guard.

Based on the above criteria, two high use areas were selected

for the location of study sites. Jefferson Park is just north of the

base of Mt. Jefferson (see Figure 2). It is easily accessible from

four trailheads, and is characterized by long grassy reaches and

wildflower meadows broken by small lakes and clumps of Mountain

Hemlock, Noble Fir, and Pacific Silver Fir. Use statistics show

that 896 parties visited Jefferson Park in 1981, accounting for 2,624

people hiking and 26 people using pack and saddle stock. Four sites

at Scout Lake and three at Bays Lake were selected for bare ground
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evaluation. Four sites at Russell Lake were selected for fire ring

evaluation (see Figure 3).

Hunts Cove is just south of the base of Mt. Jefferson (see

Figure 2). Rock slopes ring the basin on three sides, and natural

springs meander through subalpine meadows located around Hunts and

Hanks Lakes. The area is easily accessible from two major entry

points into the wilderness. Use statistics show that approximately

600 parties visited the area in 1981, accounting for 1800 people

hiking and 142 using pack and saddle stock. The area is particularly

appealing to hunters in, the fall. Nine sites were selected at Hunts

Lake, five for bare ground evaluations and four for fire ring eval-

uations (see Figure 3).

Study Sites

Campsites were selected to represent (1) varying degrees of bare

ground, and (2) different size and appearance of fire rings. A total

of twenty campsites were chosen, twelve for bare ground and eight for

fire rings. At Jefferson Park, respondents evaluated four fire ring

sites, four bare ground sites, or three bare ground sites. At Hunts

Cove they evaluated four fire ring sites or five bare ground sites.

Site selection criteria were: (1) close proximity to one another so

that walking time for respondents evaluating a particular group of

sites could be minimized; (2) obvious gradations of the impact being

evaluated; and (3) control (as best as possible) for such character-

istics as view of scenic features, proximity to water, and suitability

of tent spot. Once sites were selected, modifications were performed
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where necessary. In some instances fire rings had to be constructed

or modified by adding rocks, charcoal, and small amounts of litter.

At campsites where bare ground was being evaluated, fire rings were

removed to keep other impact variables from entering into the eval-

uation.

Next, 35mm color slides were taken of each site. The researcher

was shown in each photo to provide a reference of scale. A 28mm

wide-angle lens was used in order to accurately portray size and detail

of each site. Other studies which have used wide-angle photography

have found no distortion of the actual scale relationships when

compared to the actual on-site view of the same area (Shuttleworth,

1980; Buhyoff et al., 1979). Once sites had been photographed they

were closed to public use to insure that the sites were not tampered

with in any way.

After judging all slides, three 5 x 7 inch enlargements were

made for each site (see Appendix A). The first was an overview of

the campsite which emphasized background and foreground features such

as overstory, understory, proximity to lake or trail, and as much

of the view as possible. The second was a general view which eliminated

background features and focused on the site itself. A third focused

specifically on the type of impact (bare ground or fire ring) being

evaluated.

Written descriptions were then developed. The descriptions

needed to be detailed in order to convey characteristics of the

site such as view, size, distance to water, proximity from other sites,

and specific impacts, but length was a concern because too much

information might overwhelm and confuse respondents. Because of this,
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a general description was written to describe the location of all

the sites being evaluated by a particular respondent. Following the

general description, each individual site was described in one or two

short paragraphs which explained the size of the site, proximity

to other camps, shelter, type and amount of surrounding vegetation,

and type and size of impact. Written descriptions are presented in

Appendix B.

Survey Instruments

Two questionnaires were used to collect data. Questionnaire

number one asked about physical characteristics important when

selecting a campsite, backcountry experience, and demographic infor-

mation. Questionnaire number two asked about respondents' general

reactions to the campsite being viewed, the acceptability of the impact

in question, the overall desirability of the campsite as a place to

camp, and the overall ranking of campsites in order to preferences.

The questionnaire for fire ring evaluations contained additional

questions about what respondents used campfires for and whether or

not they carried stoves.

Data Collection and Sampling

Respondents were contacted by the researcher and asked to par-

ticipate in the study. A total of 450 persons were contacted and

427 agreed to participate (15 chose not to participate due to
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inclement weather and eight due to lack of time), for a response

rate of 95%.

At each individual study location 30 respondents were selected

to use each measurement method, making a total of 90 respondents

contacted at each of the five study locations. Respondents were

given questionnaire number one (see Appendix D) to complete before

evaluating the campsites. This gave the researcher time to informally

chat with respondents and answer any questions pertaining to the

nature of the study.

In some instances more than one person per party expressed an

interest in participating in the study. When this occurred, no more

than two persons from any one party were allowed to participate. If

more than two persons expressed interest they were asked to select

a number between one and six. A die was then rolled and the first

two party members whose numbers corresponded with those on the die

were allowed to participate. Only two members from each party were

allowed to participate to minimize the possibility of response bias=

due to party members conversing about the evaluations.

After completing questionnaire one, each respondent evaluated

three to five campsites in one location. Each respondent evaluated

only one kind of impact, using only one of three measurement methods.

After familiarizing themselves with the method being used, respondents

were asked to talk about their general feelings about the site itself.

The researcher wrote down the responses of each respondent. For on-

site evaluations a list of responses which had been compiled from

pre-testing were used when respondents discussed their general

feelings about the site. These were checked by the researcher when
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mentioned by the respondent (see Appendix 0). Next, respondents

were given a card which contained five-point scales regarding the

desirability of the site as a place to camp and the acceptability

of the impact in question (see Appendix 0). Finally, respondents

were asked to rank the sites in order of preference as a place to

camp.

On-site evaluations were completed before any photographic or

written evaluations were conducted. This minimized the time any one

site had to remain closed and decreased the chances of a party camping

at or modifying a closed site. To randomize the order in which sites

were evaluated, a die was rolled to select the sequence in which

evaluations would take place. Visitors were then taken to individual

sites by the researcher and asked to respond to questions which were

presented in an interview format. The time for each interview was

approximately 25 minutes.

Photographic evaluations were conducted in approximately the same

manner as on-site evaluations except that respondents generally

remained at their own campsites, which made the interview time

shorter (approximately 15 minutes). If two respondents from the same

party were participating, they evaluated different types of impacts.

Photographs were arranged in a notebook and sites were viewed by

the respondent in a randomized order. Photographs depicting the

overview and site in general were on one page and viewed first. The

photograph showing the specific impact being evaluated was located

on an adjacent page and was viewed separately from the other

photos.
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Written evaluations were also conducted at the respondent's

campsite. The order in which respondents read evaluations was also

randomized by rolling a die. The respondents were handed an 81/2 x 11

inch sheet of paper containing the written descriptions of all sites

to be evaluated. After reading the general description, the respon-

dent was directed to the site being evaluated and asked to read the

description. The respondent then answered the questions asked by

the interviewer. The time for a written evaluation was approximately

15 minutes.
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RESULTS

The results of the study reveal information about: (1) differences

between the three measurement methods; (2) evaluative standards for

bare ground and fire rings; (3) physical characteristics and site

selection; (4) differences between hikers and horse riders; and

(5) demographic characteristics of visitors.

Differences Between Measurement Methods

Five areas were used for evaluating bare ground and fire rings

at campsites. The three measurement methods were compared at all

areas to see if any significant differences existed (p < .05).

Items used for these comparisons included acceptability of impact,

desirability of the site as a place to camp, and the rank order of

preference for each site. Results were analyzed using an analysis of

variance F-test which compared differences between means for the

three methods. When the F-test indicated overall significance, the

Student-Newman-Keels a posteriori contrast test was used to determine

which sets of means differed significantly (Nie et al., 1975).

Acceptability Ratings for Specific
Impacts

The results presented in Table 1 show that at 8 of 12 campsites

(66%) used for evaluating bare ground no significant differences
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Table 1. Acceptabilitya Ratings for Specific Impacts

Site

Mean Scores

F Value SNK
cOn-Site

1

Photographic
2

Written
3

Scout Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 1.47 1.75 1.32 1.71 NS

Site 2 2.27 2.17 2.54 1.82 NS

Site 3 3.20 3.46 3.71 2.50 NS

Site 4 4.60 4.63 4.61 .01 NS

Bays Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 1.33 1.24 1.42 .60 NS

Site 2 3.90 2.70 3.92 21.04b 2<361d

Site 3 4.33 4.40 4.40 .04 NS

Hunts Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.60 3.24 2.30 b5.38 2>ltu3d

Site 2 4.31 4.12 3.10 3.02b 3<21ile

Site 3 3.80 2.80 2.44 .57 NS

Site 4 1.62 1.72 1.83 .22 NS

Site 5 1.41 1.92 2.21 13.78
b

3>1e

Russell Lake Fire Ring

Site 1 1.51 1.90 2.23 2.51 NS

Site 2 3.40 3.00 2.50 6.12
b 3<1e

Site 3 1.40 1.45 1.33 .13 NS

Site 4 4.70 4.41 4.70 1.93 NS

Hunts Lake Fire Ring

Site 1 1.64 1.50 1.26 1.41 NS

Site 2 2.12 2.20 1.80 .62 NS

Site 3 3.72 3.16 3.52 2.26 NS

Site 4 3.72 3.90 4.60 4.71
b

3>251e

a
Based on a scale of 1 Totally Acceptable, 2 - Somewhat Acceptable, 3 - Neutral,
4 = Somewhat Unacceptable, 5 = Totally Unacceptable

b
p<.05

c
This column indicates which sets of means were significantly different, based on
the Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) test

d
Methods 1 and 2 are significantly different

e
Methods 1 and 3 are significantly different
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between methods were found. At Scout Lake no differences were found

between methods at any sites. At Bays Lake differences were found at

site 2 between the photographic method and the on-site and written

methods (2.70 vs. 3.90 and 3.92, respectively). At Hunts Lake dif-

ferences were found between methods at sites 1, 2, and 5. At site 1

the photographic method was significantly different than the on-site

and written methods, but for sites 2 and 6 the written method was

significantly different from the other two.

Results presented in Table 1 for the acceptability of fire rings

show that at 6 of 8 campsites (75%) there were no significant dif-

ferences between methods. At Russell Lake differences were found at

site 2 between written and on-site methods (2.50 vs. 3.40, respectively).

At Hunts Lake differences were found at Site 4 between the written

method and on-site and photographic methods (4.60 vs. 3.72 and 3.90,

respectively).

In general, then, there were few differences between methods

when rating specific impacts. Overall, there were no significant

differences at 14 out of 20 sites (70%). At the six sites where dif-

ferences did occur, two showed differences between the photographic

and on-site methods and four showed differences between the written

and on-site methods. In other words, the photographic method agreed

with site evaluations at 18 out of 20 sites (90%), and the written

method agreed with site evaluations at 16 out of 20 sites (80%).

Desirability Ratings for Sites Overall

Although specific impact evaluations produced few differences

between methods, there was a greater number of significant differences
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when overall desirability ratings were compared. Table 2 shows

that there were significant differences between methods at 13 of the

20 sites (65%). At these 13 sites where differences occurred, five

showed differences between the photographic and on-site methods and

seven showed differences between the written and on-site methods.

In other words, the photographic method agreed with site evaluations

at 15 out of 20 sites (75%), and the written method agreed with site

evaluations at 13 out of 20 sites (65%).

Preference Rankings for Sites Overall

As with desirability ratings, the general preference rankings

show greater divergence between the on-site and other evaluation

methods. Table 3 shows that there were significant differences

between methods at 12 of the 20 sites (60%). At these 12 sites where

differences occurred, five showed differences between the photographic

and on-site methods and four showed differences between written and

on-site methods. In other words, the photographic method agreed with

site evaluations at 15 out of 20 (75%) sites and the written method

agreed with site evaluations at 16 out of 20 sites (80%).

Evaluative Standards

Although this research was designed to compare measurement

methods, the data also allow us to explore evaluative standards for

the impacts in question (bare ground and fire rings). Following

Vaske (1978), Shelby (1981), and Shelby and Heberlein (1982), average
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Table 2. Desirabilitya Ratings for Sites Overall

Site

Mean Scores

F Value SNKcOn-Site
1

Photographic
2

Written
3

Scout Lake Bare Ground

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Bays Lake Bare Ground

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Hunts Lake Bare Ground

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5

Russell Lake Fire Rings

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Hunts Lake Fire Rings

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

3.07

1.93

2.33

3.80

2.52

2.74

3.00

2.10

3.93

3.63

2.91

1.75

2.50

3.03

2.60

4.00

2.52

1.84

3.60

2.60

2.50

1.80

2.60

3.92

2.14

2.30

3.34

2.32

3.20

2.92

2.44

2.20

1.93

2.41

1.90

3.20

2.13

1.83

2.40

2.60

2.04

2.20

2.93

4.10

2.54

3.23

3.54

2.10

3.40

2.52

3.24

2.40

2.43

2.43

2.53

3.30

2.81

2.50

3.00

2.44

5.52
b

2.96
b

2.10

.58

1.44
b

4.13

1.17

.67

2.94
b

8.81
b

3.81

4.43
b

4.24
b

b
5.20

b
6.31

7.17b

b
4.13

b
5.10

11.38
b

.12

1>3
e

NS

3>le

NS

NS

3'2

NS

NS

NS

1 >2&3de

3'2

3 >le

2>ld

1>2d

1>2d

1 >3e

3>2

3>2&la

i >2 &3de

NS

a Based on a scale of 1 = Very Desirable, 2 = Somewhat Desirable, 3 = Neutral,
4 = Somewhat Undesirable, 5 = Very Undesirable

b pc.05

c
This column indicates which sets of means were significantly different, based on
the Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) test

Methods 1 and 2 are significantly different

e
Methods 1 and 3 are significantly different
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Table 3. Preferences Rankings for Sites Overall

Site

Mean Scores
F Value SNeOn-Site

1

Photographic
2

Written
3

Scout Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.90 2.46 1.93
b

5.27 1>3e

Site 2 1.70 1.50 1.70 1.80 NS

Site 3 2.33 2.50 2.44 .67 NS

Site 4 3.70 3.54 3.86
b

3.21 3>2

Bays Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.00 1.80 1.53 1.63 NS

Site 2 1.73 1.40 1.80 4.90b 3>2

Site 3 2.30 2.82 2.70 5.23 2>1
d

Hunts Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.28 3.40 2.30
b

6.26 2>3.11
d

Site 2 4.71 4.28 4.29 1.82 NS

Site 3 3.69 3.20 3.11 2.62 NS

Site 4 2.71 2.32 2.90 1.96 NS

Site 5 1.72 1.84 2.46 3.13 NS

Russell Lake Fire Rings .

b

Site 1 2.10 2.24 2.73 4.80 3>2141e

b

Site 2
2.52 2.21 1.80 6.45 3<le

Site 3 1.71 1.60 1.73 1.79 NS

Site 4
4.00 4.00 3.80 3.90

b
3<2&le

Hunts Lake Fire Rings

Site 1

Site 2

2.52

1.60

2.10

2.33

2.92

2.25

b
6.71

b
4.01

3>2

1<2 d

Site 3
3.44 2.80 3.00 3.07

b

b

1>2 d

Site 4
2.50 2.83 1.90 6.00 2>3&16

a Figures correspond to order in which site was preferred.

b
p<.05

c This column indicates which sets of means were significantly different, based on

the Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) test

Methods 1 and 2 are significantly different

e Methods 1 and 3 are significantly different
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acceptability ratings were plotted for the different impact levels

represented at each study location. It is thus possible to see

where these impacts become unacceptable to visitors. Standard

deviations give some measure of the agreement among visitors (norm

crystalization).

Evaluative Standards for Bare Ground

Evaluative standards for bare ground can be developed from data

collected at Scout Lake, Bays Lake, and Hunts Lake. Because dimensions

of bare ground areas varied, each location is plotted separately.

A graphic representation of respondents' perceptions of bare

ground for the four campsites at Scout Lake is shown in Figure 4.

For visitors sampled here (n=82), the amount of bare ground at a

campsite exceeded acceptable limits somewhere between 1050 and 1800

sq. ft. By interpolation we can estimate the acceptable limit to

be approximately 1500 sq. ft.

Figure 5 gives a graphic representation of respondents' per-

ceptions of bare ground for the three campsites at Bays Lake. For

Bays Lake respondents (n=86), the amount of bare ground exceeded

acceptable limits somewhere between 156 and 928 sq. ft. (at approx-

imately 700 sq. ft.).

At Hunts Lake five sites were evaluated. Figure 6 shows that

acceptable limits for bare ground were exceeded between 672 and

1404 sq. ft. (at approximately 800 sq. ft.).



Site 01
12' x 15'

180 sq. ft.

Site 02
30' x 35'
1050 sq. ft.

Site #3
40' x 45'
1800 sq. ft.

Site #4
65' x 35'
2275 sq. ft.

Totally
Acceptable 1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6
Somewhat
Acceptable

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.8
Neutral 3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

Somewhat
3.8

Unacceptable 4.0

4.2

4.4

4.6
Totally 4.8

Unacceptable 50

Standard
Deviation .85 .74 .89 .54

Figure 4. Scout Lake Bare Ground



Site 11
12' x 13'
156 sq. ft

Site 12
24' x 32'
928 sq. ft.

Site 13
36' x 27'
1332 sq. ft.

Totally
1.0

Acceptable
1.2

1.4
1.6

Somewhat 1.8

Acceptable 2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6

Neutral 2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4

3.6

Somewhat 3.8
Unacceptable4

4.2
.0

4.4
4.6

Totally 4.8

Unacceptable 5.0

Standard
Deviation .61 1.49 .77

Figure 5. Bays Lake Bare Ground



Totally
Acceptable

Somewhat
Acceptable

Neutral

Somewhat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable

Standard
Deviation

1.0
1.2

1.4
1.6

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2

3.4
3.6

3.8

4.0
4.2

4.4
4.6
4.8
5.0

Site #3 (no bare ground) Site #4 Site 05 Site #1 Site #2
36' x 27' 6' x 7' 21' x 22' 24' x 28' 36' x 39'
972 sq. ft. 42 sq. ft. 462 sq. ft. 672 sq. ft. 1404 sq. ft.

1.33 1.16 .69 1.15 1.03

Figure 6. Hunts Lake Bare Ground
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Evaluative Standards for Fire Rings

Evaluative standards for fire rings can be developed from data

collected at Hunts Lake and Russell Lake. Because sizes of fire rings

varied, each location is plotted separately.

At Hunts Lake, four fire rings were evaluated. Figure 7 shows

that respondents here (n=83) found the size and appearance of a fire

ring exceeded acceptable limits at 22 inches in diameter with large

amounts of charcoal inside the firepit, and charcoal spreading onto

the ground.

At Russell Lake four fire rings were evaluated. Figure 8 shows

that respondents here (n=89) found the fire ring that was 36 inches

in diameter with large amounts of charcoal, charred wood, and small

bits of litter was not acceptable.

Physical Characteristics and
Site Selection

Visitors participating in the study were asked an open-ended

question about the features they considered important at each campsite

they viewed. Their perceptions of physical characteristics at each

campsite were recorded by the interviewer and a frequency distribution

was generated for each campsite. Relative frequencies for the physical

characteristics for each campsite are presented to show what character-

istics were most often mentioned by respondents when they evaluated

sites (see Table 4). For ease of presentation, categories were

combined where appropriate (e.g., "too far from lake" and "too close



Site f2
No Fire Ring

Site fl
16" diameter
6" high

Site f3
22" diameter
6-8" high

Site 14
38" diameter
14-16" high

Totally
Acceptable

Somewhat
Acceptable

Neutral

Somewhat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable

Standard
Deviation

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8
2.0

2.2
2.4

2.6
2.8
3.0

3.2
3.4

3.6
3.8
4.0

4.2
4.4

4.6
4.8
5.0

1.41 .83 .99 1.53

Figure 7. Hunts Lake Fire Rings



Totally
Acceptable

Somewhat
Acceptable

Neutral

Somewhat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable

Staildard

Deviation

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8
2.0

2.2
2.4

2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2

3.4

3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5.0

Site fl
No Fire Ring

Site f3
Fire Ring
18" diameter

6-8" high

Site f2
Fire Ring
36" diameter
10" high

Site
Fire Ring
34" 8 39"diameter

2-21e high

1.25 .87 1.06 .56

Figure 8. Russell Lake Fire Rings
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Table 4. Physical Characteristics Mentioned at Each Site

Location & Physical Characteristics 1 2 3 4 5 Average

Scout Lake n=82 (bare ground) Percent of Respondents

1 View of Scenic Features 89 96 96 86 92

2 Quality of Tent Site 53 60 59 40 53

3 Size of Campsite 52 9 30 88 45

4 Proximity to Other Camps 51 33 15 65 41

5 Shelter from Weather 25 46 40 52 40

6 Distance from the Lake 29 30 25 44 32

7 Amount of Bare Ground 15 9 26 57 21

8 Distance from Fresh Water 25 21 18 21 17

Bays Lake n=86 (bare ground)

1 Proximity to Other Camps 68 67 62 66

2 View of Scenic Features 50 76 57 61

3 Quality of Tent Site 54 53 44 50

4 Shelter from Weather 45 47 35 42

5 Size of Campsite 43 16 60 40

6 Distance from the Lake 38 40 37 38

7 Amount of Bare Ground 1 26 47 25

8 Distance from Fresh Water 0 0 0 0

Hunts Lake n=87 (bare ground)

1 View of Scenic Features 85 77 77 84 83 81

2 Quality of Tent Site 57 59 52 71 66 61

3 Proximity to Other Sites 46 50 56 65 52 54

4 Shelter from Weather 37 35 35 36 54 39

5 Distance from Lake 19 51 36 45 46 39

6 Distance from Trail 29 21 40 48 23 32

7 Size of Campsite 22 45 34 14 5 24

8 Amount of Bare Ground 8 43 50 3 1 21

9 Distance from Fresh Water 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 4 (Continued)
Location & Physical Characteristics 1 2 3 4 5 Average

Hunts Lake n1B83 (fire rings)

Percent of Respondents

1 View of Scenic Features 52 54 81 91 70

2 Shelter from the Weather 71 74 61 64 68

3 Quality of Tent Site 62 63 48 39 53

4 Rocks and Logs for Facilitation 10 66 48 72 49

5 Size of Fire Ring 60 26 46 59 48

6 Proximity to Other Camps 37 42 41 45 41

7 Distance from the Lake 48 48 36 17 37

8 Size of Campsite 6 5 39 12 16

9 Distance from Fresh Water 18 13 13 12 14

10 Amount of Bire Ground 8 4 2 4 5

Russell Lake n=89 (fire rings)

1 View of Scenic Features 76 78 69 88 78

2 Proximity to Other Camps 57 58 77 47 60

3 Quality of Tent Site 57 48 64 57 57

4 Size of Fire Ring 61 37 54 68 55

5 Shelter from Weather 44 39 50 48 45

6 Distance from the Lake 19 18 20 24 20

7 Distance from Fresh Water 19 19 20 23 20

8 Size of Campsite 3 2 3 4 2

9 Rocks and Logs for Facilitation 1 1 3 1 1

10 Amount of Bare Ground 0 3 0 0 0
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to lake" were combined into the category "distance from lake").

More detailed frequency distributions for separate variables are

presented in Appendix C).

Table 5 presents the combined results for physical campsite

characteristics at all 20 sites for the five study areas. An average

ranking for each characteristic is presented (rankings are based on

the frequency orderings for each site given in Table 4). The char-

acteristics size of fire ring, rocks and logs for facilitation, and

distance from the trail were not mentioned at all sites so their

rankings were based only on the number of sites where they were

mentioned.

Table 5. Combined Results of Physical Characteristics for all Sites

Characteristic Average Ranking (n=20)

View of Scenic Features

Quality of Tent Site

Shelter from Weather

Proximity to Other Camps

Distance from the Lake

Size of campsite

Distance from Fresh Water

Amount of Bare Ground

Size of Fire Ring (n=8)

Rocks and Logs for Facilitation (n=8)

Distance from the Trail (n=5)

1.4

3.0

3.5

3.6

4.6

6.5

7.7

7.8

4.0

6.5

5.6
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Across all sites, the view of scenic features was the most

frequently mentioned factor. Quality of the tent site was next,

followed closely by shelter from the weather and proximity to other

camps. The amount of bare ground and the size of the fire ring

were among the least mentioned characteristics.

Differences Between Hikers and Horse Riders

At Hunts Lake the sample included both hikers and horse riders.

Both bare ground and fire rings were evaluated, and the items

acceptability of impact, desirability of a site as a place to camp,

and the rank order of preference for each site as a place to camp were

compared to see if the two groups differed in their evaluations.

Acceptability Ratings of Specific
Impacts

Table 6 presents the evaluations of hikers and horse riders

regarding bare ground and fire rings. For acceptability of bare ground,

overall mean scores for hikers (n=60) and horse riders (n=27) were

significantly different at sites 2, 3, and 4. Results for site 2

show that hikers found the amount of bare ground somewhat less

acceptable than horse riders (4.18 vs. 3.70 respectively). At site 3,

the only site in the study where no bare ground was present, results

show that the hikers found the lack of bare ground somewhat less

acceptable than horse riders (2.88 vs. 2.27, respectively). At site

4 horse riders found the amount of bare ground to be somewhat less

acceptable than hikers (2.20 vs. 1.52, respectively). There were no

significant differences between groups at sites 1 and 5.



Table 6. Hiker/Horse Rider Acceptabilitya Ratings
for Specific impacts

Site
Mean Scores

F ValueHikers Horse Riders

Hunts Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.72 2.57 .43

Site 2 4.18 3,70 4.25
b

Site 3 2.88 2.27 4.10
b

Site 4 1.52 2.20 6.50
b

Site 5 1.82 1.81 .00

Hunts Lake Fire Rings

Site 1 1.44 1.52 .17

Site 2 1.81 2.84 8.31
b

Site 3 3.66 2.74 14.53
b

Site 4 4.21 3.37 8.27
b

aBased on a scale of 1 = Totally Acceptable, 2 = Somewhat Acceptable,
3 = Neutral, 4 = Somewhat Unacceptable, 5 = Totally Unacceptable

b
p<.05

45
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For the acceptability of fire rings, significant differences

were found between the evaluations of hikers (n=62) and horse riders

(n=21) at sites 2, 3, and 4. At site 2, which contains no fire ring,

horse riders found the absence of this features less acceptable than

hikers (2.84 vs. 1.81, respectively). Resultsi for site :3 show that

hikers found the size and appearance of the fire ring less acceptable

than horse riders (3.66 vs. 2.74, respectively). At site 4 hikers

found the size and appearance of the fire ring less acceptable than

horse riders (4.21 vs. 3.37, respectively).

In evaluating specific impacts, then, there are differences between

the two groups at the majority of sites. In general, horse riders

tolerate larger areas of bare ground and larger fire rings with more

charcoal. In areas without these impacts, horse riders found their

absence less acceptable than do hikers.

Desirability Ratings of Sites Overall

Table 7 presents the overall desirability ratings of hikers and

horse riders for the Hunts Lake bare ground and fire ring sites. For

the bare ground sites, there were significant differences between

groups only at site 3. Here, hikers found the site less desirable

as a place to camp than horse riders. At the four sites where fire

rings were evaluated, there were no significant differences between

groups.

Preference Rankings for Sites Overall

Table 8 presents the overall preference rankings of hikers and

horse riders. For the five bare ground sites, there were no differences
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Table 7. Hiker/Horse Rider Desirability
a

Ratings for
Sites Overall

m=an Scores
Site Hikers Horse Riders F value

Hunts Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.27 1.90 3.57

Site 2 3.55 3.27 5.25

Site 3 3.25 2.65 5.25
b

Site 4 2.85 2.96 .19

Site 5 2.05 1.96 da

Hunts Lake Fire Rings

Site 1 2.53 2.11 3.31

Site 2 2.02 2.15 .35

Site 3 3.06 2.63 2.55

Site 4 2.58 2.42 .37

a

Based on a scale of 1 = Very Desirable, 2 = Somewhat Desirable, 3 Neutral,
4 = Somewhat Undesirable, 5 = Very Undesirable

by<.05

Table 8. Hiker/Horse Rider Preferencea Rankings for
Sites Overall

Site
Mean Scnrgt

F ValueHikers Horse Riders

Hunts Lake Bare Ground

Site 1 2.55 2.60 .02

Site 2 4.53 4.00 5.80

Site 3 3.43 3.32 .20

Site 4 2.58 2.80 .83

Site 5 1.92 2.28 1.47

Hunts Lake Fire Rings

Site 1 2.47 2.37 .16

Site 2 1.90 2.74 8.76
b

Site 3 3.21 2.47 7.87
b

Site 4 2.42 2.42 .00

a
Figures correspond to order in which site was preferred (1 = Most Preferred)
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between groups. For the fire ring sites, there were signifcant dif-

ferences between groups at sites 2 and 3. At site 2 (which had no

fire ring), hikers found the site more preferable than horse riders

(1.90 vs. 2.74, respectively). At site 3, which had a fire ring,

hikers found the site less preferable than horse riders (3.21 vs.

2.47, respectively).

In general evaluations of desirability and preference, then,

there are fewer differences between the two groups. Desirability

ratings differed at only 1 out of 9 sites, and preference rankings

differed at only 2 out of 9 sites.

Demographic Characteristics
of Visitors

The descriptive statistics obtained from the 427 questionnaires

show that visitors tended to be young; 73 percent were between 19 and

37 years of age. The most common age, or mode, was 26, and the mean

was 29. Seventy percent of the sample were males and 30 percent

were females.

The average party size was 4.5 persons. Forty-six percent were

parties of one or two persons, thirty-five percent were parties of

three or four, and seven percent were parties of ten or more. The

largest party sampled contained 25 people.

In terms of outdoor experience, 51 percent of the visitors said

they were "experienced" or "very experienced," while forty-nine per-

cent ranked themselves as "moderately experienced" or "novice." The

majority (59 percent) had visited the study area previously.
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The people sampled were well educated; 59 percent had graduated

from college and 13 percent had advanced degrees. Married and single

visitors were about equally distributed, with 49 percent single and

48 percent married. A more detailed presentation of demographic

information is in Appendix D.

The results of this study were compared to those of Hendee

et al.'s (1968) study dealing with wilderness users in three different

northwest wilderness areas. Respondents in the present study were

younger, more of them were single, and on the average they had more

years of schooling than the respondents in the earlier study.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT

Differences Between Measurement Methods

In general, there were few significant differences between

measurement methods when evaluating the acceptability of specific

forms of campsite impacts. When using the three methods to measure

how visitors perceive the acceptability of bare ground or fire rings

the photographic method agreed with site evaluations at 18 out of

20 sites (90%), and the written method agreed with site evaluations

at 16 out of 20 sites (80%). The hypothesis that methods would

agree was confirmed in most cases. Although there have been no

previous studies which have evaluated specific features such as the

wilderness campsite impacts investigated here, results are similar

to those found by other researchers (e.g., Coughlin and Goldstein,

1970; Daniel and Boster, 1975; Shaffer and Richards, 1974; and

Shuttleworth, 1980) dealing with substitute measurement methods for

evaluative or assessment purposes. If substitute methods such as

photographs accurately represent what respondents view in the field,

the substitute methods generally elicit similar evaluations.

The differences which were found in the present study are

discussed in the following pages. Differences for the acceptability

of specific impacts will be discussed by the location in which they

occurred. Differences for the more general evaluations of desirability
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and preference will be discussed categorically rather than on

a site-specific basis.

Acceptability of Bare Ground at
Bays Lake

Results for acceptability of bare ground at Bays Lake showed

that at site number 2 the amount of bare ground was more acceptable

to respondents using the photographic method. The reasons for this

difference are similar to those discussed by Dunn (1976), where

differences between on-site and photographic methods were attributed

to the failure of the photographic method to accurately portray

important attributes of the site. In the present study, the photo-

graph of site 2 at Bays Lake (see Appendix A) does not accurately

portray the expanse of bare ground and the extent of root and rock

exposure. The two dimensional image of the photograph tends to

enhance the appearance of the surrounding vegetation in the scene,

creating an appearance that trees in the background are bordering the

site, when actually they are on the opposite shore of the lake.

In contrast, the written site description (see Appendix B) focuses

more on the expanse of bare ground and root and rock exposure, and

the on-site method allowed respondents to see these features.

Shuttleworth (1980) points out that the distortion of scale and the

immediate environment (e.g., foreground and background) may be

potential problems when using photographs as substitutes for on-site

evaluations. However, he concluded that the use of wide-angle

photography might help in eliminating this problem. In retrospect,
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it appears that the photograph used in the present study presented

an image which visually increased the amount of vegetation, there-

fore eliciting responses which were somewhat more acceptable from

respondents using the photographic method.

Acceptability of Bare Ground at
Hunts Lake

At Hunts Lake, significant differences were found between methods

at three of the five sites. At site 1, respondents using the photo-

graphic method said the amount of bare ground was less acceptable.

The photograph used to evaluate the amount of bare ground (see

Appendix A) appears somewhat dark and does not emphasize the amount

of vegetation bordering the site. In contrast, the written description

(see Appendix B) allows the respondent to focus less on the bare

ground and the on-site evaluation allowed the respondent to take in

all elements of the site.

At site 2 respondents using the written method found the amount

of bare ground more acceptable. Although the written description

does point out on the root and rock exposure (see Appendix B), the

actual extent of the bare ground would be difficult to accurately

portray without lengthening the text considerably.

For site 5, the on-site method produced responses which indi-

cated greater acceptability for the amount of bare ground. Neither

the description nor the photograph of the site convey the nice

location of a nearby creek or the fact that the surrounding vege-

tation helps isolate the site. Although in theory these factors
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should not affect the rating of the amount of bare ground at the

site, it is possible that they contributed to the "more acceptable"

rating.

Acceptability of Fire Rings at
Russell Lake

At Russell Lake the only significant difference between methods

occurred at site 2. Here respondents using the written description

found the fire ring more acceptable than respondents using on-site

or photographic methods. When comparing the written description

(see Appendix B) to the photograph (see Appendix A), the description

does not convey enough about the actual amount of charcoal and pieces

of wood spreading out from the fire ring. This appears to explain

why respondents evaluating the fire ring from the written description

found it more acceptable.

Acceptability of Fire Rings at
Hunts Lake

At Hunts Lake there were no significant differences between

methods at three of four campsites. The exception was site 4, where

respondents using the written method found the fire ring less

acceptable. The written description for site 4 (see Appendix B)

places heavy emphasis on the "large chunks of charred wood" and

"spreading charcoal" found at this fire ring, without giving the

respondent an accurate feeling for the actual number of pieces.

Respondents using the photographic or on-site methods were able to
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see that there were only two pieces of charred wood in the fire

ring, so they found the fire ring more acceptable.

Desirability Ratings for Sites Overall

There was more disagreement among methods when evaluating sites

for their overall desirability as places to camp. Unlike most

landscape assessment studies, which focus on panoramic scenes in

order to test significance between on-site and photographic methods,

the present study focused on individual sites. The problem here is

similar to the content problem pointed out by Dunn (1976). When

using a small number of photographs to depict a campsite, the

emphasis must be on the site itself; background features such as

lakes, mountains, meadows, and other nearby campsites cannot be

portrayed well. When respondents evaluate the overall desirability

of a site, however, external features (such as views of scenic

features) play an important role in the assessment. With written

descriptions, it is similarly difficult to convey background and

context features without some form of visual representation. It

seems likely then, that for evaluating campsites for overall

desirability evaluations, the on-site method works best apparently

because it allows a more complete representation of all site character-

istics.

Preference Ranking for Sites Overall

There was also greater disagreement among methods when ranking

sites in order of preference. As with desirability rankings,
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preference rankings depend heavily on the relationships among

background and context characteristics of a site. While the photo-

graphic method agreed with site evaluations at 15 out of 20 sites

and the written method agreed with site evaluations at 16 out of

20 sites, the differences between methods .can probably be attributed

to the failure of photographic and written representations to incor-

porate all of the characteristics of any one site.

In summary, then, the results show agreement between methods

the majority of the time. Photographs are slightly better than

written descriptions at producing results which correspond to those

produced by actual site evaluations for specific forms of campsite

impacts. When rating the overall desirability or general preference

of campsites there is slightly more disagreement between the three

methods. Photographs appear to be better than written descriptions

as substitutes when ranking the overall desirability of campsites

and written descriptions seem to be better substitutes for general

preference rankings of sites.

The findings of the present study do not directly support the

conclusions presented in landscape assessment studies by Coughlin

and Goldstein (1970) and Zube et al. (1974). Coughlin and Goldstein

(1970) concluded that photographs were adequate substitutes for

field observations for assessments of site values for specific uses

such as fishing, nature study, or picnicking and also for overall

preference ratings of the scenic quality of landscapes. Zube et al.

(1974) concluded that photographs were not reliable substitues

when dealing with perceptions of specific characteristics within a
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landscape, but photographs were substitutable when dealing with

overall perceptions of landscapes.

It is recommended that when perception studies that seek to

measure how visitors or managers feel about campsite impacts are

undertaken, photographs can he effectively used in place of on-site

evaluations. However, certain factors which were discussed in the

present study need to be controlled for. First, much thought and

care is needed in taking and selecting photographs that are rep-

resentative of the site characteristics and the forms of impact to

be evaluated.

Second, when using photographs to depict the amount of vege-

tative coverage of a site, it must be realized that photographs are

two dimensional images and that the actual distance of certain back-

ground features may appear different in a photograph than they would

in an actual site evaluation. This is due to the photograph's

inability to accurately portray the real depth of the scene. Wide-

angle photography can help in eliminating this problem but any

feature which might be in between foreground and background vegeta-

tive features (i.e., lakes) should be depicted as best as possible

in the photograph.

Third, a reference of scale, such as a person, which was used

in the present study, is necessary if observers are evaluating the

amount of bare ground or size of fire ring. The square footage of

a site or diameter and height of a fire ring are difficult for most

people to judge even with a reference of scale. Without some rep-

resentative form of scale the reliability of responses would be

jeopardized.
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Written descriptions of site impacts were somewhat less effective

than photographs. Written descriptions are less accurate at

portraying actual site conditions and without some form of visual

representation the consistency of what is being evaluated cannot

be controlled for as well as with a photograph. Although site descrip-

tions could be lengthened to portray in fine detail existing site

conditions, it would be difficult to order the detail in a way that

would not be confusing to respondents. It is possible that both a

written description along with a photograph representation of site

impacts could be combined for evaluative purposes. However, there

might be confusion when switching between methods while making the

evaluation. In light of the effectiveness of the photographic

method there seems little need to really test this approach.

When using photographs as substitutes for site evaluations,

it is recommended that pretesting be done and a comparison made

between responses received for photographs and site evaluations.

By pretesting,any problems found with the photographic representation

can be corrected before the actual sampling begins.

Evaluative Standards

The development of evaluative standards was based on the approach

outlined by Vaske (1978), Shelby (1981), and Shelby and Heberlein

(1982) for establishing encounter norms. As with encounter norms or

contact preferences, evaluative standards for ecological impacts

at wilderness campsites involve normative definitions of what is

appropriate. In the case of campsite impacts, the appropriate
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amount of bare ground or size and appearance of the fire ring was

based on the shared beliefs of visitors about the appropriate levels

of impact at a particular wilderness setting.

As pointed out by Shelby (1981), the "right" number of encounters

will vary depending on the experience desired. The same is true for

acceptable levels of impact. The acceptable amount of bare ground

or size of fire ring is based on what visitors feel is appropriate

for the type of experience they are seeking. If visitors are

seeking a wilderness camping experience in an area where they expect

to find little evidence of previous use, it is likely that a given

impact would be evaluated as less acceptable than it would be in an

area where prior use was known to exist.

In the present study, acceptable levels of impact were not

uniform for all areas; they varied depending on location. This agrees

with the findings of Shelby (1981), who points out that encounter

norms vary, depending on where encounters take place (on the river or

at camps). Consider, for example, the difference between the

acceptable levels of bare ground at Scout and Bays Lake. Although

these two lakes are close to one another (1/4 mile), Bays Lake receives

less use than Scout Lake because it is not located directly adjacent

to the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail, has fewer campsites,

and visitors who select Bays Lake as a place to camp are usually

trying to get away from the large number of groups and the more

crowded environment of Scout Lake. The results show that the

acceptable level for bare ground at Scout Lake campsites was

approximately 1500 sq. ft., while at Bays Lake acceptable levels

dropped to approximately 700 sq. ft. The findings for Bays Lake
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were more in agreement with those at the somewhat remote location of

Hunts Lake, where the acceptable level for bare ground was approx-

imately 800 sq. ft.

The findings for the acceptability of fire rings also support

the findings of Shelby (1981). At Russell Lake in Jefferson Park,

the results show that the fire ring exceeding acceptable limits was

36 inches in diameter, 10 inches high, and had large amounts of

charcoal, charred wood, and small bits of litter. However, at Hunts

Lake, which receives less use, the fire ring exceeding acceptable

limits was 22 inches in diameter, 6-8 inches high with large amounts

of charcoal inside the fire ring, and charcoal spreading onto the

ground.

The curve which was developed to plot the acceptability of

specific impacts was based on the "contact preference curve" used

by Shelby and Heberlein (1982). The "campsite impact norm curve"

used in the present study (see Figures 4-8) shows (1) the optimum

impact level, which is represented by the highest point on the curve

and represents the ideal situation; (2) the range of tollerable

impacts, which is represented by the portion of the curve above the

neutral point; (3) the point at which contacts exceed the acceptable

limit, which is the upper limit for evaluative standards; and (4) the

intensity of a norm, which is indicated by the distance of the curve

above and below the neutral line.

By using this approach to plot acceptable limits for campsite

impacts, evaluative standards were developed for the two forms of

campsite impacts at the five study locations. It is interesting
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that campsites where there was no impact (no bare ground or fire ring)

were ranked as less acceptable than sites which had small amounts

of bare ground or small fire rings. This is probably because visitors

actually identify campsites by the presence of bare ground and some

evidence of previous fire building; areas without these impacts

may not be considered campsites. Some respondents also thought that

camping on vegetation is damaging to the environment and all camping

should be done at pre-existing sites (which are defined by areas of

bare ground and previous evidence of campfires).

In summary, then, the findings of this study suggest that

evaluative standards for ecological impacts can be set based on

visitor perceptions. The strategy suggested by Shelby and Heberlein

(1982) for setting evaluative standards based on the preferences or

values of individuals was used in the present study, and the results

showed that this format can be used to help specify the evaluative

standards which are needed to determine ecological carrying capacities

in wilderness settings.

Physical Characteristics and Site Selection

Although the rating of physical campsite characteristics was

not the primary emphasis of the study, visitors were asked about the

types of characteristics they considered important at each campsite

they viewed. The combined results for physical characteristics

at all campsites showed that the four most important physical

characteristics were view of scenic features, quality of tent site,

shelter from weather, and proximity from other camps.
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Scenic features most often in view of the campsites were

mountains and lakes. This corresponds with the findings of Brown

and Shoemaker (1974), which showed that of the 88 campsites evaluated

in the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area, 65 percent of all sites had

views of lakes. Few other features were frequently recorded. A

study by Zuckert (1980), which focused on campsite selection at

Charlotte Lake in Kings Canyon National Park, also found that view

features were important. Of the 54 campsites used in the study,

94 percent had either an unobstructed or limited view of the lake,

and 100 percent of the sites had an unobstructed or limited view

of mountain peaks.

The functional characteristics of tent sites (i.e., flatness

or size) were also important to respondents evaluating sites in this

study. Results reported by Brown and Shoemaker (1974) and Zuckert

(1980) also support this finding. Brown and Shoemaker (1974) con-

cluded that for the 88 campsites they examined, all were six percent

slope or less and most were four percent or less. Zuckert (1980)

concluded that campsites were generally flat, with 56 percent being

level and 44 percent having a slope of 15 percent or less.

Shelter from weather was listed third in order of importance

for campsite characteristics in this study. Findings reported by

Zuckert (1980) found that 52 percent of the campsites at Charlotte

Lake were well protected from wind, 33 percent were moderately

protected, and only 15 percent were poorly protected.

Previous research has shown that visitors place a high value on

campsite solitude (Stankey, 1973; Lucas, 1980; Shelby 1981). In

nine wilderness areas studied by Lucas (1980), the majority of
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respondents preferred to have no other parties camped within sight

or sound of them. Shelby (1981) concluded from three river studies

that respondents defined a wilderness experience as being away

from other parties virtually all of the time. Data presented in

this study support the previous findings; the characteristic "proximity

to other camps" was fourth in order of importance for all study sites,

suggesting that visitors prefer campsites which are located away

from other parties.

The campsite impacts focused on by this study were not a major

factor in what visitors considered important about a campsite. The

amount of bare ground at campsites appeared to be of little concern

to respondents compared to other campsite characteristics. Bare

ground seemed to be mentioned frequently by visitors only at sites

where the amounts were extensive or where there was not enough bare

ground so the area could be easily identified as a campsite.

Fire rings were mentioned more often than bare ground, but they

were present only at sites where fire rings were being evaluated.

In many instances fire rings were mentioned because they did not

meet the particular needs of the individual (i.e., cooking purposes),

not always because fire ring impacts were seen as acceptable or

unacceptable. Other studies which have looked at physical character-

istics of campsites have shown that campsite impacts are not a major

influence on visitors' choice of campsites (Zuckert, 1980; Frissell

and Duncan 1965; Merriam and Smith, 1974; Echelberger and Moeller,

1977). Zuckert (1980) concluded that perceptions of resource

overuse do not clearly influence the type of campsite chosen.

Frissell and Duncan (1965) also concluded that campsite impacts
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did not influence a visitors' choice of campsites. Merriam and

Smith (1974) found that visitors seldom mentioned impact conditions

at campsites, and Echelberger and Moeller (1977) had no mention of

campsite impact conditions included in responses to a question dealing

with most and least liked characteristics of the area.

Differences Between Hikers and Horse Riders

At Hunts Lake, where horse riders were included in the study

sample, most differences between groups were for evaluations of

specific impacts. In general, hikers were less tolerant of larger

amounts of bare ground and larger fire rings. They also found the

absence of a fire ring at a site more acceptable than did horse

riders. For horse riders, however, the camp with all grass and no

bare ground was more acceptable and more desirable. This could be

because hikers were more worried about damaging the vegetation if they

camped on it, a concern expressed informally by many hikers.

The differences between groups found in this study are supported

by data from other studies by Stankey (1973) and Lucas (1980).

Stankey (1973) found hikers and horse riders differed in opinion

about whether both backpacking and horse riding were appropriate ways

to travel in wilderness. He also found that nearly half of the hikers

sampled preferred not to meet horse riders, while 62 percent of the

horse riders did not care if they encountered hikers. Lucas (1980)

found that in about half of the nine wilderness areas studied, hikers

were better satisfied than horse users with their overall wilderness

trip.
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Conclusion

It is recommended that further research be done on how wilderness

visitors and managers perceive impacts in order to better define

acceptable limits of ecological change. Management actions are often

unclear to visitors who use the wildland resources. Managers who

perceive visitors to be in agreement with them may be reluctant

to undertake studies to test for agreement because of the expense of

on-site evaluations. This study has shown photographs to be an

accurate and relatively inexpensive means of gathering responses of

wildland visitors.

By incorporating visitor perceptions into the decision-making

process, managers can help legitimize actions which are often seen

as arbitrary judgements by those who are ultimately affected.
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Photographic Representations of Study Sites
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Scout Lake Bare Ground - Site 1
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Scout Lake Bare Ground - Site 2
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Scout Lake Bare Ground - Site 3
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Scout Lake Bare Ground - Site 4
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Bays Lake Bare Ground - Site 1
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Bays Lake Bare Ground - Site 2
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Russell Lake Fire Rings - Site 2





Russell Lake Fire Rings - Site 3
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Russell Lake Fire Rings - Site 4
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Hunts Lake Bare Ground Site 1
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Hunts Lake Bare Ground - Site 2
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Hunts Lake Bare Ground - Site 3
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Hunts Lake Bare Ground - Site 4
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Hunts Lake Bare Ground - Site 5
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Appendix B

Written Descriptions of Study Sites
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HUNTS LAKE - General Description

The campsites you will be evaluating are located at Hunts Lake, a
popular destination in the Mt. Jefferson Wilderness. All campsites

are located on the south side of the lake approximately 200 feet from

the water. The campsites will accommodate 2 persons with one tent or

tarp. Please keep this in mind while completing the questionnaire.

Hunts Lake, Site #1F

This site is 20' x 20' in size. No view of the lake or surrounding
mountains is afforded the visitor at this site. It is sheltered from
the wind and is located 25 feet away from another campsite. The fire

ring at this site is about 16 inches in diameter and 6 inches high
and contains small amounts of charcoal and no litter.

Hunts Lake, Site #2F

This site is 25' x 32' in size. No view of the lake or surrounding
mountains is afforded the visitor at this site. It is sheltered from

the wind and is located 25 feet from another campsite. There are

logs for sitting. There is no fire ring at this campsite.

Hunts Lake, Site #3F

This site is 25' x 20' in size. No view of the lake or surrounding
mountains is afforded the visitor here, however, there is a view of

the meadow to the south. Some shelter is provided from the wind and

it is located 30 feet from another campsite. The fire ring at this

site is 22 inches in diameter and about 6-8 inches high. The fire pit

contains large amounts of charcoal which spread out from the fire pit

onto the ground.

Hunts Lake, Site #4F

This site is 20' x 20' in size. A view of the lake, surrounding moun-
tains and meadow is afforded the visitor at this site. It provides

minimal shelter from the wind and is located 15 feet away from another

campsite which is partially obscured by a vegetative buffer. There

are logs for sitting. The diameter of the fire ring is 38 inches

and about 14-16 inches high. It contains large hunks of charred wood,

small bits of litter, and small hunks of charcoal which spread out

from the fire pit onto the ground.
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RUSSELL LAKE - General Description

The campsites you will be evaluating are all located about 600 feet
from Russell Lake, a popular destination in the Mt. Jefferson Wilder-
ness. All the sites are located in a large grove of mountain hemlock
and true fir, with surrounding ground vegetation consisting mainly
of huckleberry. All are essentially out of sight of other camps
around the lakeshore. Each campsite has a view of Russell Lake,
Mt. Jefferson, and surrounding meadows.

Russell Lake, Site #1

This site is 25' x 17' in size. It is sheltered from the wind and is
located 8 feet away from another campsite. There is no fire ring at
this campsite.

Russell Lake, Site #2

This site is 25' x 30' in size, and it is sheltered from the wind.
It is located 6 feet away from another campsite. The fire ring at
this site is 36 inches in diameter, 10 inches high and it contains
large hunks of charcoal, charred wood, and small bits of litter.

Russell Lake, Site W3

This site is 17' x 10' in size and is located 6 feet away from another
campsite. The fire ring is 18 inches in diameter and about 6-8 inches
high, and it contains only white ash and no litter.

Russell Lake, Site #4

This site is 35' x 24'. The site is more open to the east and south
and is bordered here by large rocks, mountain hemlock, and huckle-
berry. It is somewhat exposed to the wind and is located 15 feet away
from another campsite.

The fire structure at this site is about 7 feet long, 31/2 feet wide,

and 2-21/2 feet high. It contains two separate fire pits, one 39 inches
and the other 34 inches in diameter. Both fire pits contain large
amounts of charcoal, large chunks of charred wood, and some litter.
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HUNTS LAKE - General Description

The campsites you will be evaluating are located at Hunts Lake, a
popular destination in the Mt. Jefferson Wilderness. All sites offer

an unobstructed view of the lake and the surrounding mountains. Each

site is visible from other points around the lakeshore. The campsites

will accommodate 2 persons with one tent or tarp. Please keep this

in mind while completing the questionnaire.

Hunts Lake, Site #1b

This site is located on the west side of Hunts Lake, 60 feet from the
water. The closest site is about 25 feet away.

The overall size of the site is 27' x 32' and the amount of bare ground
is 24' x 28'. The site is bordered by mountain hemlock, true fir,
and ground vegetation which is mainly grass and huckleberry.

Hunts Lake, Site #2b

This site is located on the west shore of Hunts Lake, approximately
5 feet from the water. The closest site is about 15' away.

The overall size of the site is 36' x 39', all of which is bare
ground. The roots of the surrounding trees are exposed throughout the
site and several rocks protrude above the ground. The site is
bordered by mountain hemlock, true fir, and ground vegetation which
is mainly huckleberry.

Hunts Lake, Site #3b

This site is located on the we
water. The closest site is ab

The overall size of the site i
with grass. The surrounding v
mountain hemlock.

Hunts

This site is located on the we
6 feet from the water. The cl

The overall size of the site i
covered with grass except for
6' x 7'. The site is bordered

t side of Hunts Lake, 20 feet from the
ut 15 feet away.

36' x 27', all of which is covered
getation is alder, true fir, and

ake, Site #4b

t shore of Hunts Lake, approximately
sest campsite is 10 feet away..

45' x 21'. The site is predominately
patch of bare ground approximately
by small patches of alder and noble fir.
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Hunts Lake, Site #5b

This site is located on the west side of Hunts Lake, 8 feet from the
water. The closest site is 10 feet away.

The overall size of the site is 25' x 35', and the amount of bare
ground is 21' x 22'. The site has many small patches of grass in the
site and the roots of the bordering hemlock and true fir are
exposed.
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SCOUT LAKE - General Description

The campsites you will be evaluating are located at Scout Lake, a

popular destination within the Mt. Jefferson Wilderness. All camp-

sites will accommodate two persons with one tent or tarp. Please

keep this in mind while completing the questionnaire.

Scout Lake, Site #1

This site is located on the west rim of Scout Lake approximately

125 feet back from the lakeshore. It offers an unobstructed view of

both Mt. Jefferson and Scout Lake. The site is secluded from others

and is not visible from the lakeshore trail. The closest campsite is

approximately 150 feet away.

The overall size of this campsite is 18' x 20' and it is bordered by

small mountain hemlock and large firs. The amount of bare ground at

this site is approximately 12' x 15', with small clumps of huckleberry

growing around rocks within the bare ground area.

Scout Lake, Site #2

This site is located on the south rim of the lake, approximately

80 feet back from the lakeshore. It offers biews of Scout and Bays

Lakes, but the view of Mt. Jefferson is partially blocked by a small

stand of mountain hemlock. The site is secluded from the trail 20 feet

away, but it is visible from both the north and east sides of the lake.

The closest campsite is approximately 150 feet away.

The site is approximately 30' x 35' in size. Virtually all of this is

bare ground except for small clumps of ground vegetation creeping into

the site.

Scout Lake, Site #3

This site is located on the south side of the lake, approximately 65

feet back from the lakeshore. It offers an unobstructed view of Mt.

Jefferson and Scout Lake. The site is visible from the trail 15 feet

away and also from the north side of the lake. The closest campsite

is approximately 175 feet away.

The site is approximately 40' x 45' in size. Virtually all of this is

bare ground, except for some small clumps of mountain ash. Mountain

hemlock and true firs border the site and the roots of these trees

are exposed.
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Scout Lake, Site #4

This site is located in a grove of trees on the south rim of the lake,
approximately 100 feet back from the lakeshore. It offers a view of
the lake, but a large stand of mountain hemlock blocks the view of Mt.

Jefferson. The site is secluded from the trail but is visible from
the north and east sides of the lake. The closest campsite is 10

feet away.

The overall size of the site is 65' x 35', all of which is bare ground.
The site is bordered by mountain hemlock and true firs. Some small

clumps of grass and huckleberry are creeping into the site from the
perimeter.
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BAYS LAKE - General Description

The campsites you will be evaluating are located on the northwest

side of Bays Lake, a popular destination within the Mount Jefferson

Wilderness. Each site has an unobstructed view of the lake and Mt.

Jefferson, and each will accommodate two persons with one tent or

tarp. Please keep this in mind while completing the questionnaire.

Bays Lake, Site #1

This site is located approximately 15 feet from the lake and 15

feet from another campsite. This site offers some seclusion and it is

not visible from most points around the lake.

The overall size of the site is 15' x 15', and about 12' x 13' of this

is bare ground. The site is bordered by true firs, mountain hemlock,

and ground vegetation that consists mainly of huckleberry and bear

grass.

Bays Lake, Site #2

This site is located approximately 20 feet from the lake and 8 feet

from another campsite. The site is visible from many points around

the lake.

The overall size of the site is 22' x 24', all of which is bare

ground. Many rocks and roots protrude above the ground and the site

is sparsely vegetated with mountain hemlock, true firs, and huckleberry.

Bays Lake, Site #3

This site is located approximately 15 feet from the lake and 8 feet

from another campsite. The site is visible from many points around

the lake.

The overall size of the site is 36' x 27', all of which is bare

ground. Rocks and roots protrude above ground and the site is

sparsely vegetated with mountain hemlock, true firs, and huckleberry.
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Complete Questionnaire Data
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MT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS ZUESTIMAITE

In this auction I mutt taa to ask some questions 4.00uZ you Ot ZO*Ca.C.C.i AK4X 24nt. oust& Atmand your.

compute.. ALL quistaass 4444 to contact CoveCe iO4 a maloa,`hoLL.4 .41144.LaCe hart

At leeituen PnailMunaa Cove.

now far should another camp be from yours? Please specify the 'intim. aCtlateale sistance.

1 0% 2 S% 3 I 30% S V
10.25

e7e,
0.25 Feet LO.30 Feet bl.lo pee; 7o...2 Feet ,J00 Feet

12,Nekes no difference to ma

When you are at your campsite, how often should you 34 4411 to See other sorties?

Net at all

C70
Occasional glimpse*
Fairly regularly

. Constantly in sight
adiMakes no difference tome

When you are at your campsite, how often should you be able to hear other oarties?

J1,2 Not at all
Occasional sounds

°70 LaiFeirly regularly
_LI Constantly hear
LEiMakes no difference to eie

Whet is the highest number of groups you would tolerate before it would no longer he a Jefferson Park/

Wets Cove wilderness experience?

Maximum number of parties within slot

3; Maximus number of parties within sound
Maximum number within sight and sound

..aaRight next to you (within 25 feet)

To have fewer people around the shoreline, would you be willing to camp fartner beck from the lake?

Won° 157cyes
If yes, how far from the lake would you be willing to camp?

I 2°7^ 2 3.27% a it,% s 3
30 Feet 100 Feet 270 Fent :,-30 Feet cat of aipt

To have fewer people around the shoreline would you be willing to calm in a site without a view of

the sountain?Ulno 7.232es

Below are 11 characteristics which might be considered in selecting a camostte. ;lease rank all II in

terms of their importance to you when selecting a campsite. 'most important, 12letst isoortant.

1 Flat place for sleeping

1 Good view of scenery
Available fire wood
Availavle drinking/cooking water
Water for aesthetics
Shelter from weather

Lp Amount of bare round
j.Z. Site and appearance of fire ring
Li Distance from weer :arcs

Distance from t!e trail
Overal aesthetics

In this aection, I would tat to ark some qutat44na stout yo u& tozicacmtaq txmotC txpea.ipct.

How many years have you been visiting wilderness/backcountry areas?

,First time 5raLVears
Onthe average. how many days per year do you spend in wilderness or :aCkzzurr.7 areas?

7: j3. DaYS

Now many days have you spent in the Mt. Jef'erson wilderness over the past pier? Please

include this visit.

15DaYs
how many times have you previously visited this particular area?

7 LE, Times

When visiting wilderness or backcountry arms, .nat is four usual met000 of travel?

diking Leomorse riding

What is your method of travel on this trip?

Hiking 1121chorse riding

Now many people and pack and $300le Stock in your ;rote:?

'% 15 People Stock

What is your lave) of exseriente wren it ::-!S tt trtve?

: [V70 2

:vsvice iisderc,te,y ,ery

Experiencoa Exporiehtet



In CILia section I would fo cob oast queofizni glue backonound. VW Anion:eta:on will be

iseLpfssi in comp.:sing '0u4 .211604Aa to those si afke, ;topic. ALL of you. :Assam -Is otisszass

cdn4Llitotial.

2.2. What is your age? (years old)

Are You '2{266144 Stremal e?

Now many years of school have you Cs feted 1

Some college/Z./LA.(3.S. ar ecuivaient7

Advanced degree (Ph.D.. M.D.. utc)?...1121P

What is your primary occupation? Please be as

please indicate the occupation of your spouse.

2 3 4 S 6 7 8 3 10 11 12 7%

specific as possible. If you are a homemaker,
If retired, give forger occupation.

Please check the space which comes c

6,10 $3999

7.21,S5,000 $7,999

S 8,000 - $11,999

151S12,000 - S15.999

4Np:4316,000 S19,999

L1:020,000 - $23,999

Are you:

16.1SIASIA
.V.,20 Married

_rwl Divorced

17 Now many children do you have?

Where do you presently live?

.1.1. rural area

30 small city

lalarge city

small town

suburban area

`7t

Iciest to your total family Income *afore taxes:

. $27 999

Lay 28,000. 531.999

Ii2p$32.000 . 535,999

2a$36.000 539.999

/440.000 - $43,999

JMS44,000 - 547,399

More than $48,000

IV= 3i7-

In case we need to send you a follow up queS:tonnaire, we need your nap ano Address.

This information will be kept confidential.

NAME:

STREET ADDRESS:

CITY, STATE, ZIP:
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BARE GROUND

71. 4..ation, I uvu:d tike to aak 'some que4tion4 about the camp4.i.te you ate Zoo:aag at.

Site # t .

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

25 Too far from lake

joil Too close to lake

ZOToo far away from drinking/cooking water

el Nice view of lake/mountain

All No view of lake/mountain

Li Too close to other sites

OE Secluded from other sites

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

27"76

E2 Too small a site

_CL Too large a site

_2. Good shelter from weather

is Poor shelter from weather

2 Good tent spot

2.2 Poor tent spot

72k300ther

2 28 4170 3 t 0`270 4 3t--(e1 e)

Very Somewhat Neutral Somewhat
Desirable Desirable Undesirable
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Li Too much bare
ground

a Not enough bare
ground

5 tc2o
Very

Undesirable

Dlenakes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

1 i',1,3°2h 2 aR7,... 3 I °In
Somewhat

4 6.°7,,, 5 ITO
Totally

Unacceptable Unacceptable
Total y Somewhat Neutral

Acceptable Acceptable

Site 0 1.,

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

31 Too far from lake

Too close to lake

LI_ Too far away from drinking/cooking water

51 Nice view of lake/mountain

Al2 No view of lake/mountain

Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to Camp?

I / G. '21, 2 7 .-., % 3 647D
Very Somewnat Neutral

Desirable Desirable

/cakes no difference to me.

.1 Too much bare
Too small a site ground

ja Not enough bare
Too large a site

ground
Good shelter from weather

Poor shelter from weather

SpS2 Good tent spot

0 Poor tent spot

EZ, Other

4 (-!TO
:Somewhat
Undesirable

5

Very
Undesirable

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that It is...

1 3 2 75% 3 4 / 3 '76, 5 0 'fie,
Totally Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Totally

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable
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Site 02,

In general, what are your feelings about this

424, Too far from lake

Too close to lake 45

L. Too far away from drinking/cooking water

Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

I Too close to other sites

14-/ Secluded from other sites

campsite?
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Too much bare

_{2. Too small a site ground
/:1 Not enough bare

3: Too large a site ground

a_Good shelter from weather

_EL Poor shelter from weather

51. Good tent spot

Q Poor tent spot

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 Lic?n 2 6V12h 3 P7..., 4 .. :7; ..Lp
Very Somewnat Neutral .Somewhat

Desirable Desirable Undesirable

Cfj,makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do

1 .76 2 2_3 ,t, 3 ,c`17 A. 4 3C;i7a
Totally Somewnat Neutrai Somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable

Site #

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake

Too close to lake

L2 Too far away from drinking/cooking water

Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

IfiToo close to other sites

_CD Secluded from other sites

s ".5
Very

Undesirable

you feel that it is...

5 d 676
Totally

Unacceptable

.2_ Too small a site

Too large a site

52Good shelter from weather

Poor shelter from weather

agGood tent spot

Poor tent spot

le)Other

57 Too much bare
ground

Not enough bare
ground

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

I I c7A 2 i?..,,,t, 3 5 e7o
4 f) °

F_,4,5 c7a
Very Somewnat Neutral :Somewhat veryvery .

Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable

alnakes no difference to me.

Now focus ycur attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

1 0c7o 2 C, O 3 2°76 4 -IN, 57 n 5 (crS,rs
Total Somewhat Neutral Totally

Acceptable Acceptable
Somewhat

Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of the 3 or 4 campsites you have just observed, which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank

them from the most desirable to least desirable. ,2_ 1 3 2-I
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Site o

In general, what are your feelings

Too far from lake

ISToo close to lake

Too far away from drinking/cooking water

,S.C?Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

Too close to other sites

3a Secluded from other sites

;IS (.41, -E
MT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS

aARE GROUND

I wm4:4 Lae to a.sit acme cicada-4ms about the campa.ite you aAe Zoo :44:4g at.

about this campsite?

Too small a site

0 Too large a site

...,..15Good shelter from weather

C2 Poor shelter from weather

Good tent spot

1.5 Poor tent spot

f4 Other
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Too much bare
ground

1_ Not enough bare
ground

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 1.)-t"r7r; 2 SR9-2 c 3 LICW; 4 c;43 )-t,

Very Somewnat Neutral Somewhat
Desirable Desirable Undesirable

(22.0akes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site.

liTt),c, 2 -4'e12., 3 Yri't 4 It2.t

Totally Somewhat Neutral Somewhat
Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable

Site

In general, what are your feelings about this

C) Too far from lake

4.....(`Too close to lake

Q Too far away from drinking/cooking water

-2k Nice view of lake/mountain

Sa. No view of lake/mountain

Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

campsite?

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

3 [ t7),1 .1"..e2,c, 2 iS6'>x.,
Very Somewhat Neutral

Cesirable Desirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your

1 CrIc,
otai y

Acceptable

50282.,
Very

Undesirable

Do you feel that it is...

5

Totally
Una:ceptabla

2.2 Too much bare
0 Too smell a site ground

1_2 Too large a site
0 Not enough bare

g

Good shelter from weather
ground

ZPoor shelter from weather

Good tent spot

_LI Poor tent spot

:-.L Other

4 3Citf) 5

...SOmewnat

Undesirable
Very

Undesirable

attention on the amount of barb, ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

2 3 5

omew at ate y
Acceptable Unacceptable

utra omew at
Unacceptable



MT. JEF72nSOM (RARE GROUND)

Site 0.1.S .

In general, what are your feelings about this

Too far from lake

Too close to lake

Too far away from drinking/cooking water

5-2 Nice view of lake/mountain

f.L. No view of lake/rountain

LfamToo close to other sites

ja_Secludeb from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 ke, Ci, 2 "Str2c, 3 C),SE/G. 3 a.V2t.
Neutral

campsite?

Too small a site

{fit,? Too large a site

0 Good shelter from

Poor shelter from weather

...SGood tent spot

Poor tent spot

11 04-Vee

1 2 5

Too much bare
ground

L.. Not enough bare
around

weather

Very Somewnat
Desirable Desirable

:3ommenat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

Makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel thai it is...
,4 2 3 110 4 5

seta y omawnat
Acceptable Acceptable

utra omewnat eta y
Unacceptable Unacceptable

Site #

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake

Too close to lake

Too far away from drinking/cooking water

Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3

ammr.

.1111111111

Too small a site

Too large a site

Good shelter from weather

Poor shelter from weather

Good tent spot

Poor tent spot

Other

4

Too much bare
ground

Not enough bare
ground

Very Somewnat
Desirable Desirable

Neutral :Somewhat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

2 3 4 5
Totally -Somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable
Neutral Somewnat

Unacceptable
Totally

Unacceptable

Of the 3 or 4 campsites you hive just observed, which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank
them from the most desirable to least desirable. .=:) i 3 aP
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Vit.A.r.rr 5 LA.v...f..

MT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS

BARE GROUND

I Zji.4.4 tita...t4:011., 1 uvu:1 Zike .to aak aome qtle6t.4.1710.0 about the campaite you CM 'L.;.0.4.i.019 at.

Site # J_.
In general, what are your feelings about this campsite? t Too much bare

IL Too far from lake n. Too small a site
_L Nor:::!gh bare

Too close to lake Ci a large a site ground

_la Too far away from drinking/cooking water LI Good shelter from weather

Nice view of lake/mountain Z. Poor shelter from weather

O No view of lake/mountain ;a,Good tent spot

1-1_41 Too close to other sites (L Poor tent spot

Secluded from other sites 150 Other

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 116/h 2 Ce,`"t676 3 ...57,-, 4 1 Lt°70
5 nait,

'Very Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Very
Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable

Cfcmakes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

1 15°2, 2 43°7a 3 2,6 4 Lie c3,,n 5 C.5,r)
TotaiTy Somewhat Neutral Somewnat Totally

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptabla

Site 4 L.

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?
Li 3 Too much bare

Too far from lake '2- Too small a site ground

.1. Too close to lake 0 a Tao large a site .

2, Not enough bare

n_ Too far away from drinking/cooking water ..k Good shelter from weather
ground

72 Nice view of lake/mountain za Poor shelter from weather

..C. No view of lake/mountain 21a, Good tent spot

(1.1. Too close to other sites 2.4, Poor tent spot

. Secluded from other sites 11 Other

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

12`30 2 3 / 'A 3 p, 4 a 6 621) 5 2 %.,
Very Somewnat Neutra Somewhat Very

Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable

(li makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

1 47C 2 ,12,2", 3 2 ("7, 4 R% 5 ,.' 4,,r,
totai?y Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Totally

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable



MT. JEF7::ISOM (BARE GROUND)

Site #

In general, what are your feelings about this

S. Too far from lake

Zza Too close to lake

campsi

O Too far away from drinking/cooking water

Nice view of lake /mountain

No view of lake /mountain

di?Too close to other sites

_LLSecluded from other sites

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 2`197r., 3

tit?

Very Somewnat Neutral
Desirable Desirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground

2 ;26,6 31 le\°2..,
Total Somewnat Neutral--

Acceptable Acceptable

Site #

In general, what are your feelings about this c

ta Too far from lake

±tS Too close to lake LL
Too far away from drinking/cooking wattr.0

Nice view of lake/mountain

_a No view of lake/mountain P.

a Too close to other sites

O Secluded from other sites al

070

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

P17O 2 LI ['L.., 377,
Very Somewnat Neutral

Desirable Desirable

Cl/ makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the

I (7S a7e-, 2 0`,7)
Somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable

127

Too much bare

2 Too small a site ground
.1..L Not enough bare

Tao large a site

5 Good shelter from weather

around

,IC) Poor shelter from weather

OL Good tent spot

z.L. Poor tent spot

6.3. Otter

4 '15% 5 5(fin
: Somewnat Very .

Undesirable Undesirable

at this site. Do you feel that it Is...

4 -1`e, 5

Somewnat Totally
Unacceptable Unacceptable

amosite?

TOO small a site

a. Too large a site .Q.

Too much bare
ground

4 Not enough

S.2. Good shelter from weathers
ground

Poor shelter from weather 3.
Good tent spoti20

_E. Poor tent spot -tL
fy Other

4 LI.37b 5 1°26

barea

.-Somewnat Very.
Undesirable Undesirable

amount of bare ground at this site. Do

3 ,c626 4 Vi'7,n
Neutral Somewnat

Unacceptable

You feel that it is...

5 0710
Totally

Unacceptable

Of the 3 or 4 campsites you have just observed, which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank

them from the most desirable to least desirable. S 41 1 3 ..2=2.



R1/4kssr LAKt.
MT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATION

FIRE RINGS

In tA4:4 aect4:on, I would like to ask Acme quaatione about the eampiate you one Lookiag at.

Site4J_.
In general, what are your feelings about this

a Too far from lake

XL Too close to lake

a Too far away from drinking/cooking water

Zia Nice view of lake/mountain

_a No view of lake/mountain

Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

c7O,

2 3

campsite?

128

a Too much bare
S),., Too small a site ground

Not enough bare12.
Too large a site ground

Good shelter from weather Q Fire ring too

2, Poor shelter from weather
large

za, Fire ring too

Good tent spot smell
25'1 Fire ring OK

Poor tent spot Rocks and logs'

Other for sitting

cry omewnat
Cesirable Desirable

=Fakes no difference to me.

.ow focus your attention on the size

1 G9-;°?, 2 0:>
Totaliy Somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable

Neutra

4

omewhat
Undesirable

Very .

Undesirable

and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Do you feel it is ...

4 23% S 1`97?"

Somewnat Totally

Unacceptable Unacceptable

3 2.2!°2it

Neutral

Site 4

:n ceneral, what are your feelings about this

IL Too far from lake

Too close to lake

la Too far away from drinking/cooking water

:I Nice view of lake/mountain

a. No view of lake/mountain

51 Too close to other sites

_c2. Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

....;°7",
2 SS (37"

Very Somewnat
Desirable Desirable

almakes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the

Liic:.°2e,1 Vlo
Totaity Somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable

campsite?

3 ;2167t)
Neutral

Q Too small a site

Too large a site

256Good shelter from weather_LL

_LI Poor shelter from weather

.!is2Gbod tent spot
.2. Co

ji Poor tent spot

La Other

Too much bare
ground

Not enough bare
ground

Fire ring too
larae

Fire too

small
Fire rinfi

Rocks and logs
for sitting

4 ,2c!7o 5 V76
.,Somewnat Very*.

Undesirable Undesirable

size and appearance of the fire ring at

3 5 "42
4 4426

Neutral Somewhat
Unacceptable

this site. Do you feel it is..

5 2 7r,
Totally

Unacceptable



MT. JEFFERSON (FIRE RINGS)

Site 4 3.

In general, what are your feelings about

aCI Too far from lake

_CI Too close to lake /0
.1.0 Too far away from drinking /cooking water

0. Nice view of lake/mountain

_Q. No view of lake/mountain

52 Too close to other sites

,,S2 Secluded from other sites

this campsite?

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

I 11C170 2 GI 3 P--(67r)
Neutralicry Somewnat

Desirable Desirable

Quakes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your
site. from the description, do

I 9 4701 2 e1.7?)

Tetai>> Somewhat
Acceptable Acceptable

Site 0 1:L.

3 Too small a site

129

(D._ Too much bare
ground

0 Too large a site Q Not enough bare
ground

Good shelter from weather _U Fire ring too

_Ca Poor shelter from weather 0 large
Fire ring too
small

ta Fire ring OK
Rocks and logs

for sitting

C1-1 Good tent spot

.42 Poor tent spot

Other

4 5
:Somewnat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

attention back to the description of the fire ring at this
you feel that the size and appearance of the fire ring is ...

3 2. °7e,
Neutral

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake

_12 Too close to lake 07.
2,2 Too far away from drinking/cooking water

el_ Nice view of lake/mountain

6 No view of lake/mountain

ZC2 Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 n°7t 2 .2 3 12
'very Somewnat Neutral

Desiraole Desirable

Lrdrakes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the

I Frin 2 (7h
Total y Somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable

4 Gn'711

Somewnat
Unacceptable

5 1 ''7 eD

Totally
Unacceptable

.CL.Too much bare

Too smell a site ground

Too large a site
Q. Not enough bare

Good shelter from weather 2Q. Fire ring too
large

as Poor shelter from weather 0 Fire ring too

ja Good tent spot small
_I_ Fire ring OK

Poor tent spot Rocks and log:

Other for sitting

4 5 6'7r)
-Somewhat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

size and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Do you feel it is..

3 nait, 4 S 26 5 (ol °7e,
Neutral Somewhat Totally

Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of the 4 campsites you have just observed, which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank
most desiraole to least desirable.

when visiting wilderness/backcountry areas do you generally use a campfire for: (check all that apply)

them from

a Cooking

IL Sitting around and visiting with friends

4E2 Sitting around for warming °lc)a Keeping bugs away

Don't usually build fires

Do you usually carry a stove? a_ no 12 yes Ci7t,



HuNTS 1-Axt
MT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATION

FIRE RINGS

In thiz <section, I woad Like to a4k some questions about the compa.ite you awe Looking at.

Site 4

In general, what are your feelings about this

11_ Too far from lake

_Q. Too close to lake

J To: far away from drinking/cooking water

_a Nice view of lake/mountaina No view of lake/mountaina Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 err)
2 Co1°1n

Very Somewnat
Desirable Desirable

Criotakes no difference to me.

campsite?

3 ci37a

_a_ Too small a site

..16, Too large a site

Si Good shelter from

.12._ Poor shelter from

Good tent spot

Poor tent spota Other

Neutral

4 2.3b
:Somewhat
Undesirable

;;ow focus your attention on the size and appearance of the

1 ct>cl°76 2 2...Lic*It 3 e"),a,
Totally Somewnat Neutral

Acceptable Acceptable

Site 4 2.

:n general, what are your feelings about this

.21. Too far from lake

0 Too close to lake C5/0
la Too far away from drinking/cooking water

la lice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

IS_ Too close to other sites

.2.2 Secluded from other sites

fire ring at this

4 707_,,
Somewhat

Unacceptable

campsite?

1 30

IL Too much bare
ground

A:L Not enough bare
ground

weather LL Fire ring too

weather
large

Fire ring too

51 Fi::Ialring OK
40 Rocks and logs

for sitting

7ts
Very

Undesirable

site. Do you feel it is

5 0,a
Totally

Unacceptable

Too small a site

j Too large a site

la Good shelter from

Poor shelter from

121 Good tent spot

_0. Poor tent spot

z. Other

flow desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 <2.E, 16 2 5S7b 3 i Cif, 4 k 1 c7t)
nsery Somewhat Neutral .,Somewhat

Desirable Desirable Undesirable

apmakes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the size and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Do you

1 5Se7ti 2 [367e) 3 64>r) 4 _...,2-i 17e, 5 5,t)
Totally Somewnat Neutral Somewhat Totally

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable

Too much bare
ground

_011 Not enough bare
ground

weather All Fire ring too

weather
large

Fire rin: too
small

Fire riny uK
Ada Rocks and logs

for sitting

5 Ce7t:
Very

Undesirable

feel it is..



MT. JEFFERSON (FIRE RINGS)

Site 4 2.,

In general, what are your feelings about this

alg) Too far from lake

0 Too close to lake 4'26

J,
Too far away from drinking/cooking water

a Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

22 Too close to other sites

1.1 Secluded from other sites

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

campsite?

I LI 7,, 2 93 °77., 3 7 67v
'dory Somewhat Neutral 'Somewhat

Desirable Desirable Undesirable

Camakes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your attention back to the description of the

site. From the description, do you feel that the, size and appearance of

I 5,0 2 I c,°20 3 9 °o 4 76-2,c,

Totally Somewhat Neutral Somewhat

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable

Too small a site

Too large a site

y4 shelter from

az Poor shelter from

att. Good tent spot

ay_ Poor tent spot

52_ Other

4 115670

Site 4

In general, what are your feelings about this

a Too far from lake

SI Too close to lake

g. Too far away from drinking/cooking water

a!?Nice view of lake/mountain

S_ No view of lake/mountain

Ili Too close to other sites

_...i Secluded from other sites

clo

How desirable is this site as a place

ttic7n
%,ery

Desirable

to camp?

campsite?

2 Cyr")°2? 3 6a. (3:74

Somewhat Neutral-

Desirable

131

Too much bare
ground

Not enough bare
ground

weather/2 Fire ring too
large

weather Ak
14_ Fire ring too

small
Fire ring OK
Rocks and logs

for sitting

5 1 e70
Very

Undesirable

fire ring at this
the fire ring is ...

5

Totally
Unacceptable

j, Too small a site

Too large a site

J Good shelter from

Poor shelter from

2,z Good tent spot

L Poor tent spot

a.Z. Other

4 2 Li °7"
.-Somewhat
Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the size and appearance of the

1 TA2n 2 I`376 3 67t;
Total y Somewnat Neutral

Acceptable Acceptable

2± Too much bare
ground

_CI Not enough bare
ground

weather 6.3 Fi7arrg:ng too

weather 0 Fire ring too
small

.fj! Fire ring OK

'22, Rocks and logs
for sittiny

5 1 0c
Very

Undesirable

fire ring at this site. Do you feel it is..

4 8`7n 567 7°70
Somewnat Totally

Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of the 4 campsites you have just observed, which would you prefer to
most desirable to least desirable. .2. I

When visiting wilderness/backcountry areas do you generally use a campfire for: (check all

3 Cooking

1 Sitting around and visiting with friends

Sitting around for warming

1.1._ Keeping bugs away

ED Don't usually build fires

camp at? Please rank

Do you usually carry a stove? 1 15 no e5 yes

them from

that apply)
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Appendix D

Study Questionnaires



RT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

In thin section I would tat to act some queolloao about yoaa :catcall with othea pugs ,wound you,
compui.tc. ALL quotations caeca to acceptable :pallet tcycll Got a utaavuubm comptng cloe.448,neg Rune
at Jitid444on Paak/Nuatc Cove.

Now far snould another camp be from yozrs? Please specify the minimum acceptable distance.

1 2 3 4 5

10-25 Feet 25-00 Feet 51-75 Feet o-100 Feet >WO Feet

Mikes no difference to me

When YOu are at your campsite, how often should you be able to see other parties?

Not at all
Occasional glimpses
Fairly regularly
Constantly in sight
Makes no difference to me

When you are at your campsite, how often should you be able to hear other parties?

Not at all
Occasional sounds
Fairly regularly
Constantly hear
Makes no difference to me

What is the highest number of groups you would tolerate
Hunts Cove wilderness experience?

Maximum number of parties within sight
maxims number of parties within sound
Maximum number within sight and sound
Right next to you (within 25 feet)

To have fewer people around the shoreline, would you be willing to taint further back from the lake?

no yes

yes, how far from the lake would you be willing to camp?

1 2 3 4 5

before it would no longer be a Jefferson Perk/

If

0 Feet IOU Feet LOU Feet 306 Feet Out of Sight

To have fewer people around the shoreline would you be willing to camp in a site without a view of

the mountain? no Yes

Below are 11 characteristics which might be considered in selecting a campsite. Please rank all 11 in

terms of their importance to you when selecting a campsite. 1.most important, 11 -least important.

Flat place for sleeping
Good view of scenery
Available fire wood
Available drinking/cooking water
Water for aesthetics
Shelter from weather

Amount of bare ground
Size and appearance of fire ring
Distance from other camps
Distance from the trail
Overal aesthetics

In thll otallon, I would Lac to oak acme quecllon4 about yam badmoually llavet experience.

How many years have you been visiting wilderness/backcountry areas?

First time Years

Ontne average, how many days per year do you spend in wilderness or backcountry areas?

Days

Now many days have you spent in the Mt. Jefferson wilderness over the past year? Please

include this visit.

Days

HOY many times have you previously visited this particular area?

Times

When visiting wilderness or backcountry areas, what is your usual method of travel?

Hiking Horse riding

What is your method of travel on this trip?

Hiking Horse riding

mow many people and pack and saddle stock in your group?

People Stock

What is your level of experiente wnen it comes to wilternessibackcountry travel?

2 3

Aovice M000rateiy
Experienced

experience: Very

Experienced

1 33



In th.i.a 6ect4on I woad Lac to cat soft quaatiuna acu.0 you& box44Aound. 771,4s inio4wation wilt be

hel.p6u4 in comporting oat ansum.44 to those of o.0 4 ACC oi you4anoterru dee eteca.24

con4dantiaL.

What is your age? (years 010)

Are you male; female?

Mow many years of school have you cocoleted 1 2 3 a 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Some college? 3.4./3.3. or equivalent?

Advanced agree (Ph.D., M.D., etc.)?

What is your primary occupation? Please be as specific as possible. If you are a homemaker.

please theft/Le the occupation of your spouse. If retired, give former occupation.

Please check the space which comes closest to your total family income before taxes:

0-$3999 $24,000. 527,999

$5,000 - $7,999 $28,000 - $31,999

S 8,000 - 511.999 $32,000 . $35,999

$12,000 - 515,999 $36,000 - $39,999

216,000 - $19,999 $40,000 - $43,999

320.000 . 523,999 $44,000 S47,999

More than $48,000

Are you:

Single

Married

Divorced

now many children do you have?

Where do you presently live?

rural area

small city

larva city

small town

suburban area

In case we need to send you a follow up questionnaire, we need your name and address.
This information will be kept confidential.

NAME:

STREET ADDRESS:

CITY, STATE, ZIP:

1 34



KT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS

BARE GROUND

To :Aid. aectZon, I would lag to ottit ewe que.A.tione about the cospoLte you ant Eaolang

Site,

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake

Too close to lake

To far away from drinking/cooking water

Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake /mountain

Too close to otner sites

Secluded from other sites

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3

Too small a site

Too large a site

Good snelter from weather

Poor shelter from weather

Good tent soot

Poor tent spot

Other

4 S

Very Somewhat
Desirable Desirable

Neutral

melts no difference to M.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare

2 3

Somewnet
Undesirable

Very

Undesirable

ground it this site. Do you feel that it is...

-Tota.ly

Accectatie

Site i

:n general, what

Somewhat
Acceptable

Neutral Somewhat
Unacceptable

are your feelings about this campsite?

To far from lake

Too close to lake

Too far away from drinking/cooking water

Nice view of lake/mountain

No view of lake/mountain

Too close to other sites

Secluded from other sites

how desirable is tnis site as a

2

'levy Somewnac
Des:Toole Desirable

place to camp?

3

soul ly

Unacceptable

Too small a site

Too large a site

Good shelter from weather

Poor shelter from weather

Good tent spot

Poor tent spot

Other

a

Neutra, .lomewnat
Undesirable

Very
Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

2 3 a 5

Tots. y Somewhat Neutral
A. acie Acceptable

Somewhat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable

1 35
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MT. JEFFERSON (BARE GROUND)

Site I

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake Too small a site

Too close to lake Too large a site

Too far away from drinaing /cooking water Good shelter from weather

Nice view of lake/mountain Poor shelter from weather

No view of lake/mountain .. Good tent spot

Too close to other sites Poor tent spot

Secluded from other sites Other

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

2 3 4 5

very

Desirable
apmewnat
Desirable

Neutral :Somewhat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

2 3 4 S

,ota.,y Somewhat
Acceptable Acceptable

NeUtrai Somewhat Totally
Unacceptable Unacceptable

Site

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake Too small a site

Too close to lake Too large a site

Too far away from orinking/cooking water Good shelter from weather

Nice view of lake/mountain Poor shelter from weather

No view of lake/mountain Good tent spot

Too close to other sites Poor tint spot

Secluded from other sites Other

How desirable is this site as a place to Camp?

2 3 4 5

very aomewna.
Desirable Desirable

Neutral :Somftnat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

2 3 4 5

aomewna.
Acceptable

Neutral aomewnat tOta,ky

Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of tne 3 or 4 campsites you nave just observed, which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank

them from the most oesirable tc least desirable.



NT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS

BARE GROUND

TR titiA section, I aouEd like to ask some questions about the campsite you mat tookieg at.

Site I

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3 4 5

Very Samewhat
Desirable Desirable

Neutral

makes no difference to me.

no focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at

1 2 3

somewhat
Undesirable

Very
Undesirable

this site. Do you feel that it is...

4 5

Totally Somewhat Neutral Somewhat

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable

Site i

In general. whet are your feelings spout this campsite?

.Totally

Unacceptable

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3

unary Somewhat
Desirable Desirable

4 5

Neutral :Somewhat
Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site.

1 2 3 4

Totally Somewhat
Acceptable Acceptable

Neutral Somewhat
Unacceptable

Very
Undesirable

Do you feel that it is...

5

Total),

Unacceptable
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NT. JEFFERSON (SAX BOUNO)

Sites

In general. whet are your feelings about this casein*?

How desirable is thili site as a place to seep?

1 2 3 4
5Very Somewhat

Desirable Desirable
heutral :Somewhat Very'.

Undesirable Undesirable

mskts no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the monist of here proved at this sits. Do you feel that it is...

1 2 3 4 5
Totally Somewhat

Acceptable Acceptable
Neutral

...

Site f .
. .

In general, wnet are your feelings about this canosite?

Somemost TOtalri
Unacceptable Unacceptable

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3 4 S
Very Somewhat Neutral :Somewhat Very .

Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

now focus your attention on the amount of bare ground at this site. Do you feel that it is...

1 2 3 4
TotaTTy Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Totally

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of the 3 or 4 campsites you have just observed. which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank
them from the most desirable to least desirable.

1 38



NT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATIONS

RARE MOUND

IR thi4 section, I road tike to 44i same 0446tiona about ate comeasiwte you ant t0044.49 at.

Site t

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Now desirable is this site as a piece to camp?

1 2 3 4

Very Somewhat Neutral
Desirable Desirable

--- makes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your attention beck to the description of the bare ground at this

sit*. From the description, do you feel that the size and appearance of the bare ground is ...

1 K. 2 3 4

:Somewhat
Undesirable

Very
Undesirable

Totally Somewhat
Acceptable Acceptable

Site I

In general, whet are your feelings about this campsite?.

Neutral Somewhat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3

very Solhewnat Neutral
Desirable Desirable

makes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your attention back to
site. From the description, do you feel that the

1 2 3

4 S

:Somewhat
Undesirable

the description of the
size and appearance of

4

Very
Undesirable

Wire ground at this
the bare ground is

S

.

Tota,y Somewhat
ACCeptabi e Acceptable

Neutral Somewhat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable
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MT. JEFFERSON (TARE GROUND)

Site I

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3 4

very Somewhat Neutral- Aomewhat
'Desirable Desirable Undesirable

makes no difference to we.

Now I would like to direct your attention back to the description of the

site. From the description, do you feel that the size and appearance of

1 2 3 4

5

Very
Undesirable

bare ground at this
the bare ground is

S

Totally

Acceptable
Somewhat

14cceptable

Neutral

Site

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Somewhat
Unacceptable

totally
Unacceptable

Now desirable is this site as a place to camp?

1 2 3 4 5

,ery Somewhat
Das %rabic Desirable

makes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your
site. From the description, do

1

Neutral ,Somewhat
Undesirable

attention back to the description of the
you feel that the size and appearance of

3 4

Very
Undesirable

bare ground at this
the bare ground 1S

S

-

Totally Sommiat
Acceptable Acceptable

Neutral Somewhat
Unacceptable

lotally
Unacceptable

Of the 3 or 4 campsites you have just observed, which would you prefer to camp at? Please rank

them from the most desirable to least desirable.
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MT. JEFFEnCla CAMPSITE EVALUATIGN

FIRE RINGS

:4 lis.44 4attion, I woci2.1 Like to 44k sank qux44.4.2,14 stout ;Az =ngiaiwte. vac .t& Looking at.

Site *

In general, wnat are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from laze To small a zit.
7oo :lose to lake To large a site

Too far away from drinking /cooking water load shelter from weather
lice view of lake/mountain Poor shelter from weatner
!:O IeW 2f lakeimountain Good tent scot

Too :lose to other sites Poor tent spot

Secluded from other sites Other

pow desirtble is this site as a ;lace to tam?

2 2
2ry

:2Sirapi.!
aomemnat
Cosirable

Neutral ,Somewnat very
UndeSiroble Undesirable

--- makes no difference to me.

'(Ow focus your attention on the size and sboeerance of tne fire ring at tnis site. Co jou feel it is ...

2 3 .1 5
eta ..brawnat

ACceotable Acceptable
Autral Somemnat Totally

Unacceptable Unacceotable

Site 4

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake Too small a site

Too close to lake Too large a site

':c far away from drinting/cooking water good snelter from weather

;ice view of lake/mountain Poor shelter from weather

No new of lake/mountain Goad tent soot

Too close to other sites Poor tent spot

Secluded free other sites Other

4ow desirable is this site as a Placa to camp?
--

3

'eery oomewnat
:astroole 7.4sirable

Neutral -Gomiemnat Very
Undesirable Unoesirabl e

makes no difforenOt tC me.

low focus your attention on the site and appearance of the fire ring at this site. ya you feel it is...
2 3 4

,oda,i? aomewnat
Acceptable Acceptable

Neutral aomemnat
Unacceptable

,acaty
Unacceptable
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MT. JEFFERSON (FIRE RINGS)

Site 4

:n general, wnat.are your feelings about this campsite?

Too far from lake Too small a site

Too close to lake Too large a site

'co far away from drinking/cooking water Good shelter from weather

'lice view of lake/mountain Poor shelter from weather

No view of lake/mountain Good tent spot

7:o close CO ?ther sites Poor tent soot

Geclecad from other sites Other

caw Cosireela is this site as a place to :amp?

2 3 5

oery
Desiradia

aomewnat
Des ira Dle

Neutrat ,komewnat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

row focus your attention on the size and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Go you feel it is...

2 3 4 3

taiiy
Acca eta el a

domewnat
Acceptable

Neutral Somewnat Totally

Unacceptable Unacceptable

Site 4

:n general, want are your feelings about this campsite?

To far from lake Too small a site

Toe close to lake Too large a site

Too far away from drinking/cooking water Good shelter from weather

Nice view of lake/mountain Poor shelter from weather

No view of lake/mountain Good tent spot

Too close to other sites Poor tent spot

Secluded from other sites Other

How desirable is this site as a place to comp?

3 4 5

fiery domewnat
Oesircele Desiroble

Neutral , Somewnat Very
Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

3ow focus your attention on the size and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Do you feel it is...

1 2 3 4 5

.otalty
Acceptable

Somewnat Neutral Somewnat TO

Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of the 1 campsites you have just ooserved, wnich would you prefer to camp at? Please rank them from

most desirable to least desirable.

When visiting wilderness/backcountry areas do you generally use a campfire for: (check all that apply)

Cooking

Sitting around and visiting with friends

Sitting around for worming

Keeping bugs away

Don't usually mild fires

Do you usually carry a Steve? no yes
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MT. JEFFERSON CAMPSITE EVALUATION

FIRE RINGS

In this ae:t4oh, I would ate to oak some
queataona about the camp44..te you 444. Looting ot.

Site r

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

now desirable is this site as a place to cam?

1 2 3 4 5

Very Somewhat Neutral ,Somewhat Very .

:,dsirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.
---
Sow focus your attention on the size and appearance of the fire ring at this site.

Do you feel it is ..,

2 3 4 5

Totally somewnat

Acceptable Acceptable

Neutral

Site t

In general, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Somewnat Totally

Unacceptable Unacceptable

desirable is this site as a place to camp?

3 4 5

.e. y

:CS i rani e

Somewhat
Desirable

Neutral ,Somewnat Very

Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the size and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Do you feel it is...

1 2 3 a 5

Totally Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Totally

Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable
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MT. JEFFERSON (FIRE RINGS)

Site

In general, wnat are your feelings about this campsite?

How desirable is this Site :s a place to camp?

2 3 4
,ery ,omewnat

Des raol e Desirable
Neutral :Somewnat Very

Undesirable Undesirable

makes no difference to me.

law focus your attention on the size and appearance of the fire ring at this site. Do you feel it is...

2 3 4 5
.otatly Somewhat

Acceptable Acceptable
Neutral

Site

in teneral, what are your feelings about this campsite?

Somewnat Totally
Unacceptable Unacceptable

How desirable is this site as a place to camp?

2 3 4 5
dory aomewnat

asirable Desirable
Neutral .Somewnat very

Undesirable Undesirable

Takes no difference to me.

Now focus your attention on the size and appearance Of the fire ring at this site. Do you feel it Is...

2 3 4 5

Totally
Acceptable

Somewhat 3eutral Somewhat Totally
Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable

Of the 4 :amosites you have just observed, wnich would you prefer to camp at? Please rank them from
most besiraole to least desirable.

When visiting wilderness/backcountry areas do yOu generally use a campfire for: (check all tnat apply)

Cooking

Sitting around and visiting with friends

Sitting around for warming

Keeping bugs away

Don't usually build fires

Do you usually carry a stove? no yes



MT. JEFFERSON DAMPS:TE EYA'1ATIOH

FIRE RINGS

:A : Lae to sae some queeLione about the coneve.i.tz' you. JAZ tzotAng at.

Site a

In general, wnat are your feelings atiout this campsite?

hew zasirable is this site as a Place to camp?

2 3 4 5

,ery SOMOrinat neutral

Desirt.ile Desirable

makes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your attention back to
rite. From tne description, do you feel Chit tnO

1 2 3

.4onownat
Undesirable

the description of the
size and appearance of

4

Very
Undesirable

fire ring at this
the fire ring is ...

5

Somewnat
Acceptable Atte:table

Autral

Site a

In Onnera;, wnat are your feelings about this campsite?

Somewnat
Unacceptable

Totally
Unacceptable

::ow desirable is this site as a Plate to :UP?

2 3 4 5

.dry Somewnat
Dosiraple Desirable

makes no difference to me.

Now I would like to direct your
site. From the description, do

2

Neutral :somewhat
Unoesirable

attention peck to the description of the
you feel that the size and appearance of

4

Very
Undesirable

fire ring at this
the fire ring is ...

S

A -----

vomewnat
Acceptable

Neutral Somewnat
Unacceptable

TOCany
Unacceptable
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MT, aFFEASON (FIRE al4G5l

Site

:n general, wrist are your feelings spout tnis campsite?

zec::oed from °vier sites

ctsirttle is this site as a place to tam?

2 3

Other

4

146

5
Seme*not heutrai

:eSirople Cosirable

:eases no difference to me.

:low I would like to direct your attention back to the description of the
site. From the osscription, do you feel that the site and appearance of

,SOmemnat
Undesirable

2 3 a

Very
Undesirable

fire ring at this
the fire ring is

5
ZO.awna.

Actoctad t
Neu.ra,

Site f

In general, wnat are your feelings about this campsite?

acusemnat

Unacceptable
Tots iy

Unacceptable

desiret:s is this site as a place to cam?

2 3 4 5
y Somewhat

3csir;Olt Desirable

makes no cifference to me.

qow 1 would 7ike to direct your attention back to the description of the fire ring at this
site. :rpm toe description, so you feel that the size and appearance of the fire ring IS

Nc.,tra. Somewnat
Undesirable

Very
Undesirable

3 4 5
czd.

Acts:tap:I
57r112.1;t

k.:eptabie
i,eutrai aomewha.

Unacceptable
lOtai.y

Unacceptable

Cf the 4 campsites you have just observed, wnicn would you prefer to cam at? Please rant them from
most desirable to least desirable.

',Olen visiting ,IlderneSSiOaCkcpuntry areas do you generally use a campfire for: (check all that apply/

;poking

Sitting around and visiting with friends

Sitting around for warming

tugs away

:don't :Really build fires

Co you usually carry a stove? no yes


